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Shipbuilding Market:







New orders for cargo carriers plunge, while the demand for passenger ships and ONCCV
accounts for 70% of global investments during 1H 2016.
European shipyards secure new contracts for a total of 11.6 bn $, 61% of the global
market shares. South Korea (1.8 bn $), China (4.1 bn $) and Japan (1.1 bn $) together
don´t reach the value of European new orders.
In number of vessels, the global orderbook stands at 5642 vessels and 101M CGT. New
orders account for 420 ships in total (57 in Europe, 114 in China, 101 in Japan and just 37
in South Korea). In CGT terms, Europe stands almost at the level of China (2.2 and 2.4M
CGT respectively), although in number of vessels Chinese orders are twice as high as
Europeans.
The level of deliveries remains at the levels of the last years. In total 1223 ships
weredelivered in 1H 2016, accounting for a total of 18.8M CGT and 42.2 bn $.

News:





Newbuild Contracts at Lowest Level in 20 Years. Shipyards compete to secure very cheap
orders.
Asian governments announce new policies and schemes to support the industry to cope
with the low demand for cargo vessels.
China announces deal to build first Chinese Cruise Ships
EU naval industry in good shape but more R&T investment needed, study says
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SUMMARY
The 1H 2016 has seen a different picture from the one we were used to over the last years.
Demand for cargo carriers (containerships, bulkers, tankers) has plunged reaching the lowest
levels in 20 years. Existing oversupply in the shipping market and very low freight rates are
influencing heavily the demand for new vessels. Low bunker prices don´t contribute to the
replacement of the existing fleet for more efficient vessels.
Asian shipyards are competing fiercely to gain few orders at very low prices. Due to this shortage
in orders some shipyards are struggling and the respective governments are putting in place
national policies to support the companies, announcing upcoming public new orders and
stimulating the market with financial incentives. South Korea´s situation is even more problematic
given the huge loss made last year by the 3 largest shipbuilding companies due to the cancellation
and postponement of offshore projects, and the restructuring processes they are carrying out.
The short order intake is also stimulating the aim of some of the affected shipyards to enter new
markets, such as the cruise market. Recently the first deal for building cruise ships in China has
been confirmed.
A different picture can be seen in Europe. Demand for cruise ships and ferries is increasing
compared to previous years, positioning Europe as the main contractor in value terms. 68% of
the global investment in new vessels has been directed to the cruise market. On the other hand,
demand for other non cargo vessels, such as fishing vessels, work boats etc has not decreased
that much compared to previous years providing new contracts to European shipyards specialised
in these segments.
Regarding the offshore segment, demand continues at very low levels, and it is expected to
continue this way until the oil prices raise again.
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NEWS - MARKET & POLICY DEVELOPMENTS
Japan

1. Japan aims to raise NB market share
A consultative body of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) of Japan
submitted 'a plan to expand export in shipbuilding industry through productivity revolution of
maritime business (i-Shipping)' to the minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
early this month. The ministry plans to carry out the plan as soon as possible. Details are as in the
following.
▲ Concentration on increase of productivity: Japanese shipbuilding industry has still high
production efficiency. For existence, however, it is very important to widen a gap against other
countries. Japanese yards' production capacity will reach a 75m gt level by 2025 on condition that
their productivity can be improved with all sorts of the relevant measures. If it comes true,
Japanese yards' share in global newbuilding tonnage will increase from 20% to 30%.
▲ Implementation of 'i-Shipping' in three sectors: 'i-Shipping', a measure to improve productivity
with the use of IoT (internet of things) shall be accelerated in three sectors such as design,
construction and operation.
▲ Opportunity for offshore sector to improve capability: Offshore facility sector aims to win
large-scale project by 2025. Training human resources, Sharing know-how among companies and
so on need to be accelerated in the medium term until global investment in Japan's offshore
business is activated again.
▲ Increase of the number of manpower in shipbuilding·ship equipment business by 10,000: The
number of employees in shipbuilding·ship equipment industry is 125,000 as of 2014. Based on
production capacity per worker, however, 135,000 workers are needed in 2025. The shortage of
manpower so could be a existence-threatening problem for Japanese shipbuilding industry that
this plan should be carried out in priority.
Asiasis – 24.06.2016

2. Mitsubishi Exits Cruise Business; Books $357m Loss
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI) announced its decision to book an extraordinary loss from
its cruise ship business in the company's consolidated financial results for the first half (1H) of the
current fiscal year (FY) 2014 (ending March 31, 2015). Reasons Behind the Extraordinary Loss
In November 2011 MHI received an order for two large-sized cruise ships for the AIDA Cruises
brand. As work proceeded, however, difficulties in constructing the prototype became evident.
The volume of design work relating to cabins and other areas was vast beyond expectation, and
significant design changes were made. The delay in the overall design work caused by these
factors not only increased design costs but also made adverse impact on the construction
schedule and need for additional material procurement. With this background, the company
expected a substantial loss in the project and booked an extraordinary loss of 64,126 million yen
in its consolidated financial results for FY2013. In March 2014 MHI set up a new project
management structure and proceeded with construction. In the course of confirming and
pursuing the advanced specifications with the customer, however, reconsideration of the basic
design concept was required for the overall layout of the ship's public areas, cabins and auxiliary
facilities, causing a vast amount of design rework and a significant delay in the design schedule.
Although MHI had assigned additional design resources to the project and taken other measures,
in the second quarter (2Q), the company was forced to revise the first ship's construction schedule
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due to a delay in completing the requisite drawings. Moreover, it has led to a delay on the second
ship's work schedule. As a result, MHI expects further increase of costs due to design rework, rush
work to make up for the delays, and procurement of additional materials resulted from the
changes to the design specifications. Booking of the Extraordinary Loss
Under the circumstances, the scale of losses is now expected to significantly exceed the
extraordinary loss that was booked to the company's consolidated financial results in FY2013. For
this reason, the company has booked an extraordinary loss in the amount of 39,841 million yen
in its consolidated financial results for 1H FY2014. Impact on FY2014 Earnings Forecasts
The extraordinary loss described in the foregoing has been reflected to the company's full-year
FY2014 consolidated financial results forecasts included in its 1H FY2014 results statement
(Japanese accounting standards) released separately today.
MarineLink – 05.10.2016
South Korea

3. Shipbuilding shipping restructuring to cost W31tr IMF
The cost of restructuring ailing Korean shipbuilders and shipping companies is estimated at 31
trillion won ($27 billion), with the cost projected to be offset after a decade, the International
Monetary Fund’s report said Sunday. The report was based on the assumption that the creditors’
losses caused by debt restructuring would reach 5.5 percent to 7.5 percent of GDP along with 0.4
to 0.9 percent of the labor force employment impact. The figure was only calculated for the
companies whose times interest earned ratio stood below 1 percent for three years
straight. Assuming that corporate earnings drop by 10 percent compared to 2014, the total debt
of the manufacturing industry, shipbuilders and shipping industry would equal about 12 to 14
percent of GDP while the employment impact would be 1.9 to 2.1 percent, according to the
report. Adding the loss from a default to the assumption, the creditors’ losses is projected to be
5.5 to 7.5 percent of GDP while the employment impact would be 0.4 to 0.9 percent, it said. The
IMF, however, forecasted that the restructuring would ultimately lead to mid- to long-term
benefits and the cost would be offset after 10 years. Once the corporate restructuring is
complete, the IMF forecast that it would raise the country’s GDP by 0.4 to 0.9 percent while
boosting the employment rate by 0.05 to 0.1 percent compared to the do-nothing alternative. If
the interest earned ratio exceeds 1 percent, the investment level would increase 3.1 percent and
the annual employment rate by 2.3 percent, the report said. The organization added that the
restructuring in the shipbuilding industry would lead to a loss of around 10,000 workers. Some
have speculated that the impact would be around 20,000 job losses. Daewoo Shipbuilding and
Marine Engineering is struggling with a net loss of more than 1 trillion won during the first half of
this year, and the company’s debt-equity ratio breaking the 7,000 percent mark. It recently said
it would cut some 3,000 jobs by this year, speeding up the job cut plan than scheduled in order
to seek tighter restructuring. Hanjin Shipping has been put under court receivership since last
month as its creditors, led by the state-run Korea Development Bank, rejected its last self-rescue
package worth 500 billion won ($440 million), which fell short of the 700 billion won demanded
by its creditors. The court recently decided to sell the company’s Asia-US shipping network while
the shipper is moving to sell a 54-percent stake in Total Terminals International that runs a
terminal in the Port of Long Beach in California. Meanwhile, according to the Bank for
International Settlements, the amount of non-financial corporate debt equaled 106 percent of
GDP as of the first quarter of this year, ranking the third among the 19 developing countries,
followed by Hong Kong and China.
Heraldcorp – 26.10.2016
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4. S. Korea: Shipbuilders’ first-half new orders sink to record lows
New orders clinched by South Korean shipyards fell to record lows in the first half of the year,
largely due to a protracted industry slump, mirroring their worst-ever business performance,
industry data showed on Monday. According to the data compiled by global research firm
Clarkson Research Services, a total of 6.32 million compensated gross ton (CGTs) worth of orders
were placed around the globe in the January-June period, sharply down from 18.04 million CGTs
the previous year. In case of South Korean shipyards such as Hyundai Heavy Industries Co., their
new orders tumbled to 830,000 CGTs in the first half, compared with 6.85 million CGTs a year
earlier, the data showed. The first-half new orders mark the lowest figure that South Korean
shipbuilders have ever clinched since the global research agency began to compile related data in
1996. The reading is also far lower than the previous record low of 6.51 million CGTs in the first
half of 1999, and 7.79 million CGTs in 2009 when the financial rout hit the global economy.
Chinese shipbuilders bagged a combined 2.42 million CGTs in the first half, the largest, followed
by Italy with 890,000 CGTs. Germany came in fourth with 710,000 CGTs, the data showed.
Meanwhile, South Korean shipbuilders clinched a combined 370,000 CGTs last month, the biggest
among rivals, followed by China with 290,000 CGTs and Japan with 210,000 CGTs, according to
the data. South Korean shipbuilders have been under severe financial strain since the 2008 global
economic crisis which sent new orders tumbling amid a glut of vessels and tougher competition
from Chinese rivals. The country’s top three shipyards — Hyundai Heavy Industries, Samsung
Heavy Industries Co. and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co. — suffered a combined
operating loss of 8.5 trillion won (US$7.4 billion) last year due largely to increased costs stemming
from a delay in the construction of offshore facilities and an industrywide slump, with the Daewoo
Shipbuilding alone posting a 5.5 trillion won loss. The shipbuilders have recently drawn up
sweeping self-rescue programs worth 10.35 trillion won in their desperate bids to overcome a
protracted slump and mounting losses.
Yonhap News - 05.07.2016

5. Korea to reveal shipbuilding support plan soon
Minister Joo Hyung-Hwan, the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) of Korea, has
recently visited Geoje City, South Gyeongsang Province of Korea, and announced that the
government will reveal the plan to support shipbuilding regions soon. On July 23 in Geoje City
where is a shipbuilding region of Korea, he had a meeting with officials from Hyundai Heavy
Industries, Samsung Heavy Industries and Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering along with
several equipment manufacturers, partner companies. Also, Choi Kil-Sun, CEO and Chairman of
Hyundai, Park Dae-Young, CEO of Samsung, and Chung Sung-Leep, CEO of Daewoo, participated
in the meeting. The support plan Mr. Joo revealed on the day mainly includes ▲ the soft landing
of shipbuilding industry ▲ the soft landing of shipbuilding equipment industry ▲ the
enhancement of main industry and seeking for future growth engine. It is said that Busan
Metropolitan City, Ulsan Metropolitan City, South Gyeongsang Province (Geoje City and
Changwon City), South Jeolla Province (Daebul industrial complex in Yeongam) and North Jeolla
Province (Gunsan City) are being considered as targets for the support. Regarding the soft landing
of shipbuilding industry, Mr. Joo noted, "The government plans to make large-sized shipbuilders
to enhance their competitiveness on high value-added sectors like mega containership, ecofriendly ship, etc. and carry out voluntary business reshuffle through a special act on vitalizing
enterprise (so called 'One-Shot Act') which will be effective from August," and added, "For small
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and mid-sized shipbuilders, several ways are being reviewed such as placing orders for
governmental ships early, the activation of ship fund, meeting global environment regulations
and so on." To achieve those plans, he said that supplementary revised budget bill of KRW 240bn
(around $211m) will be arranged for the reemployment education for retired shipyard workers,
employment stabilization, R&D. Also, KRW 100bn will be additionally injected to place fresh
orders for 61 newbuildings including governmental ships, naval vessels and so on. As for the soft
landing of shipbuilding equipment industry, Mr. Joo commented, "We have inspected difficulties
in the whole industry," and continued, "Based on the results, we are coming up with
countermeasures related to R&D, finance and the creation of the customized demand by four
sectors such as electricity, outfit, engine and hull." After the meeting, he visited Samsung's Geoje
shipyard and Kunhwa Co., Ltd. and encouraged employees.
Asiasis – 28.07.2016

6. Korea to order 61 ships at struggling yards
Korea’s government has revealed a plan to order 61 ships at its struggling domestic shipyards.
No further details of vessel type were given during a budget announcement on Friday, however.
The Korea Herald reported that the measure was mentioned together with an existing plan to
provide KRW 11 trillion ($9.6bn) as a supplementary budget to boost the economy. “Job market
conditions are deteriorating this year, especially for young people. The jobless rate is expected to
increase with corporate restructuring in sectors like shipbuilding,” said vice finance minister Song
Eon-seog. Korea plans to inject KRW 1.4 trillion into Korea Development Bank (KDB) and ExportImport Bank of Korea, two major shipyard and shipowner creditors. Money will also go towards
finding new jobs for workers made redundant at shipyards.
Profits to weaken at big yards
The newspaper also cited an industry insider as saying Korean yards are likely to see a drop in
profits in the second quarter. Revenue will be lacklustre at Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI),
Samsung Heavy Industries and DSME, the source added. HHI is expected to post operating profit
of between KRW 4bn and KRW 62bn, against KRW 325bn in the first three months. Voluntary
retirement expenses will knock KRW 200bn off its earnings. Samsung was forecast to log a figure
somewhere between a loss of KRW 172bn and profit of KRW 44bn, while DSME will remain in the
red.
Tradewinds – 25.07.2016

7. Korea will order about 4 billion$ of "public vessels" to support its shipyards
Joo Hyung-Hwan, the Trade, Industry and Energy Minister of Korea, said on October 6, “A total of
KRW 4.2trn public vessels such as naval ships and government vessels will be ordered earlier than
scheduled to support medium and small size domestic shipyards.” Mr Joo held a ‘Meeting for
shipbuilding and equipment industries’ at Daebul Industrial Complex and said, “Through a KRW
2.4trn shipping fund, newbuilding demands will be created so that the shipbuilding industry can
overcome the dearth of new contracting.” He continued, “Korean shipbuilding industry must
reorganize its scale based on each shipyard’ own self-rescue plans,” and added, “Companies
under creditors’ management should implement restructuring process led by the creditors and
their voluntary efforts to reshuffle will be supported by so-called One Shot Act, a business
vitalization measure.” Mr Joo stressed, “Flagship products will be further differentiated through
eco-friendly vessel technology, IT confusion and so on while localization of core equipment will
be also worked on,” and added, “New service market must be also sought for, such as ship repair
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and retrofit, design engineering, offshore plant maintenance and repair.” The industry minister
suggested measures to revitalize economy for regions where shipyards are located, as well.
Asiasis – 07.10.2016

8. “Gov’t must lead domestic demands”
It has been insisted that the Korean government and national financial institutions lead
newbuilding demands of domestic shipping companies so that both shipping and shipbuilding
industries can develop together. Cho Kyu-Yeol, Executive Director of the Export-Import Bank of
Korea (Korea Eximbank) and Chairman of Maritime Finance Center, gave a lecture titled ‘Win-win
approach to development for shipping and shipbuilding industries’ at a workshop held by Korea
Shipowners’ Association on June 17. Mr Cho said, “When the market is down, it can be a pretty
good strategy to survive on domestic demands. Korean shipbuilding industry got a blow as it
somewhat neglected domestic shipping industry which places relatively smaller orders than
overseas companies. Now, Korean shipyards are working on domestic sales as taking the situation
seriously.” According to him, domestic demands are equivalent to only 12% in Korean orderbook
while Chinese and Japanese shipyards have 30% and 38% domestic orders in each orderbook. The
latter countries are absorbing shocks thanks to domestic demands amid the current dearth of
orders. The Chinese government is encouraging shipping companies to scrap old vessels (+10year) and place newbuilding orders at domestic shipbuilders. The government is providing 40% of
the construction costs as subsidy when the orders are placed at domestic shipyards. Japan also
encourages domestic newbuilding orders by establishing ship investment company. Mr Cho
stressed that Korea needs to set inducements to domestic newbuilding orders in order to
overcome dearth of new orders. He said, “The government should consider measures to create
real demands and also provide shipping finance at the same time.” He estimated that domestic
demands for a total of 82 newbuildings worth $5.7bn will be created when the government
implements ‘win-win growth plans for domestic shipping and shipbuilding industries’. The
Executive Director of Korea Eximbank suggested that shipping finance be provided to domestic
liners so that they are willing to order newbuildings. He also said the government can encourage
domestic new orders by △early placing naval vessels, △placing coastal passenger ships, △
placing deep-sea fishing vessels, and so on
Asiasis – 22.06.2016

9. Korean Exchange Tells World’s No. 2 Shipbuilder to Improve Financials Or Else
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co., the world’s second-largest shipbuilder, was told
to improve its financials within a year before its shares can resume trading, the stock exchange
said. The shipbuilder has been given until Sept. 28, 2017 to improve its earnings and balance
sheet, the Korea Exchange said in a regulatory filing Wednesday. Shares of Daewoo Shipbuilding
will remain suspended until that time. South Korean prosecutors have been investigating Daewoo
Shipbuilding after the company posted its biggest loss last year on write-offs for delayed projects
and creditors extended support with 4.2 trillion won ($3.8 billion) of funds to ease a cash shortage.
The company is among shipyards restructuring after oil prices that have more than halved in the
last two years crushed demand. South Korea’s prosecutors indicted a former chief financial officer
of Daewoo Shipbuilding for allegedly reducing costs of offshore projects that were under
construction, helping inflate net income by a cumulative 2.76 trillion won between 2012 and
2014. Two former chief executive officers were also arrested earlier this year as part of the probe,
according to the company. Trading on Daewoo Ship’s shares had been halted since July 14. The
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stock may be delisted before the 1-year period if the company is found to have failed to make
efforts to improve, the exchange said.
Bloomberg – 29.9. 2016 by Bloomberg

10. Korea's LNGC design leaked to Japan
It emerged that Korea's design drawing of large LNG carrier has recently been taken out of the
country. A drawing of LNG carrier developed by one of the Korean shipbuilders turns out to have
recently been handed to a Japanese shipbuilder through current and former partner company
employees. Lee Cheol-Uoo, a member of the Trade, Industry and Energy Committee of the
National Assembly of Korea, conveyed through 'analysis on the state of national technology leaks',
which is presented from the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy (MOTIE) and the Korean
National Police Agency (KNPA), on September 23 that a total of 268 technology leak cases have
been reported for the last five years. Among them, 18 national core technologies which are
designated by 'industrial technology outflow prevention and protection law' have been leaked.
By business sector, technology leakage in automobile·shipbuilding accounted for 27%, following
26% in electric·electronic, 9% in info-communication, 6% in biotechnology·chemistry, etc. The
Korea Offshore and Shipbuilding Association (KOSHIPA) has recently pushed ahead with stopping
retired compatriot technology professionals which are highly skilled from leaking core
technologies. Regarding the recent restructuring in Korean shipbuilding industry, a committee,
which has been selected as a leading sector council (SC) by MOTIE, has chosen technology leakage
prevention as a main task and set up a task force (TF) that is comprised of human resource
directors and so on from compatriot 'Big3' shipbuilders
Asiasis – 29.09.2016

11. KOSHIPA to prevent technology leakage
Korea Offshore & Shipbuilding Association (KOSHIPA) has come forward to prevent retired
engineers experienced in shipbuilding to leak core shipbuilding technologies. KOSHIPA was
selected as a Sector Council (SC) by the Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy on August 21.
KOSHIPA chose ‘prevention of technology leakage by experienced workers employed overseas’
and organized a task force with holding the first meeting with personnel managers from Big3
shipyards on August 30. At the meeting, they specifically discussed measures to establish
foundation to monitor high-skill technology experts and prevent leakage of core technologies to
rival countries by the workers’ changing jobs. KOSHIPA and the industry designated 20 tasks in
ship design, production technology and R&D sectors as core shipbuilding and offshore
technologies and classified them as four grades by experienced level. They plan to regularly
monitor them while providing retired workers programs for outplacement. Large shipbuilders
decided to install a center to support reemployment of retired workers and keep systematic
cooperation with KOSHIPA. KOSHIPA plans to establish a career management system for high
skilled and experienced engineers, which matches the personnel with businesses seeking
employees. The association will also continue giving supports to them by monitoring and
outplacement. Meanwhile, it has been reported that a total of 3,600 left the industry in the first
half of this year but the number of those who are high skilled and experienced in core
technologies is considered low.
Asiasis – 01.09.2016
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12. Espionage of shipbuilding technology arrested
Those who tried to sell the nation’s core shipbuilding technology, Skid Launching System (SLS)
owned by STX Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering, have been booked without detention for
violating the law on the protection and prevention of industrial technology. On August 31,
international criminal investigative service of Gyeongnam Provincial Police Agency booked five
officers of STX Dalian without physical detention for leakage of Skid Launching System (SLS), which
is an independently-developed shipbuilding method performed on land. Designated as nation’s
core technology, the SLS is a cutting-edge construction technique where a ship is built on land,
instead of a dock, and moved to the barge for launch. Kim, former CEO of STX Dalian, under
prosecutor's investigation in his attempt to hand over SLS technology design, softwares of loadout equipment and facilities, PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) and so on to an unnamed
company in China.
Asiasis – 01.09.2016

13. Korea to hold hearing for yard management
Korea's three main political parties agreed to hold a meeting on August 22 to go over a revised
supplementary budget proposal the compatriot government submitted on August 12. They also
decided to conduct a hearing during August 23-25 to investigate responsibility in poor
management of shipbuilding·shipping industry. Floor leaders of the three parties such as Chung
Jin-Suk from the Saenuri Party, Woo Sang-Ho from the Minjoo Party and Park Jie-Won from the
People's Party had a meeting on August 12 at the National Assembly of Korea and agreed on the
plan. They also reached an agreement to hold hearings for investigating responsibility in poor
management of shipbuilding·shipping industry twice during August 23-24 by the Strategy and
Finance Committee and August 24-25 by the National Policy Committee.
Asiasis – 16.08.2016

14. KOGAS to order LNGC duo early
The Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS) is to place an order for two LNG carriers early to help troubled
compatriot shipbuilding industry. Lee Seung-Hoon, CEO of KOGAS, has recently commented
through an interview with a press, "We plan to order two LNG carriers during the first half of
2017, involving Korean operator and shipbuilder, after completing the relevant basic plan for the
second half of this year," and added, "The vessels will be put between our Tongyeong and Aewol
production bases." It is estimated that the construction of the two vessels (3,500 tons each) will
cost around KRW 150bn apiece. Compared to LNG carrier of 60,000 tons which is for transporting
gas from overseas, sizes of the two vessels are smaller. However, the order is expected to be a
great help to Korean shipbuilding industry which has been in trouble with order drought. KOGAS
is said to have moved up the order date even through it originally placed the order after the
second half of 2017.
Asiasis – 23.08.2016

15. DSME trims production employee system
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering plans to improve manpower structure and wage
system of its production employees. According to the Korean shipbuilding giant, around 7,000
production employees are working at its Okpo shipyard, Geoje City, South Gyeongsang Province
of Korea. About 55% of them are called 'direct production workers' who are in charge of block
welding, electric work, outfitting, etc. The other 45% are called 'indirect field service workers'
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who are engage in traffic control, signal exchange, tool repairing and so on. The direct ones once
accounted for over 60% of the whole production workers. As they are aging and injured, however,
the number of the indirect ones has slowly increased and now account for about half. The
problem is that wages of the indirect field service workers are higher by approximately 20% than
those of the direct production workers because the former is generally older than the latter. With
application of salary step system, direct workers receive less salary than direct ones even though
their contribution to ship construction is much high. To change the unfair practice, Daewoo has
recently commenced an improvement work through wage and collective negotiation after setting
up the relevant task force team (TFT) last year. The Korean shipbuilding tycoon aims to reduce
wage and the number of indirect field service workers with the goal of achieving yard efficiency.
Asiasis – 16.06.2016

16. Hyundai Heavy Industries Teams up with Partners to Establish Smart Ship Eco System
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), the world’s largest shipbuilder, announced the signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding for Creating an Eco System for Smart Ships with SK Shipping,
Intel, Microsoft, the Ulsan Center for Creative Economy & Innovation (UCCEI) and the Daejeon
Center for Creative Economy & Innovation (DCCEI).
Under the MOU, HHI and its partners will join forces to help domestic small and medium-sized
ICT companies to develop “17 Ship Service Software,” that meet the needs of shipowners for safe
ship operation and improved crew well-being.
The Ship Service Software that is planned to be developed and applied to smart ships by 2019 will
enable ballast tank inspection, remote medical treatment services for crews, virtual reality
training, automatic voyage information reporting, and maintenance for key equipment. HHI and
SK Shipping will provide technological mentoring services and smart ship platforms for the to-bedeveloped software while UCCEI and DCCEI hold briefing sessions on technology demand for
shipbuilders and shipping liners to encourage the participation of the ITC companies.
An HHI official said, “The Korean shipbuilding industry has developed on the back of the advanced
manufacturing technology but now is the time for us to shift our focus to differentiated ship
service technologies. We see that customized and value-added software will play a role in reviving
the industry.”
In May this year, HHI and Accenture jointly unveiled OceanLinkTM, its version of smart ship, for
the shipbuilding, shipping, and onshore-logistics sectors. With a network of sensors and analytics
software, shipowners can monitor a ship’s status and condition in real-time and have at their
disposal a wide range of ship operation information including weather, location, and onboard
equipment and cargo status data.
Hyundai Heavy Industries 07.07.2016
China

17. China spent $1.9bn to encourage industry
The Chinese government turned out to have provided four compatriot state-owned operators
with scrap-and-build subsidy of CNY 5.3bn (around $835m) in total only in 2015. With this, a total
of subsidies the government has spent so far since 2014 exceed $1.9bn at least. According to
Chinese industry, it is said that China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company (COSCO Group), China
Merchants Energy Shipping (CMES), China Shipping Container Lines (CSCL) and a subsidiary of
Sinotrans & CSC received subsidies of approximately CNY 4.25bn, CNY 740m, CNY 250m and CNY
56m, respectively, last year. COSCO Group is known to have scrapped a total of 28 old ships
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including eight containerships and 20 bulkers in 2015. In the previous year, the group reportedly
received subsidy of around CNY 7bn for scrapping 56 vessels in total. As for CMES, it emerged that
the company has recently been awarded additional scrap-and-build subsidy of about CNY 763m
by the government. The subsidy policy of China will be implemented until the end of 2017.
Chinese operators can be benefited from the program on condition that they scrap old ship and
place fresh order, which will replace the vessel, at compatriot yard. On the other hand, China
Cosco Shipping (COSCOCS), which was formed last February through a merger between COSCO
Group and China Shipping Group, has recently established COSCOCS Bulk Shipping. Combining
the two group's bulker businesses, COSCOCS Bulk Shipping announced that it will own the largest
bulker fleet (over 380 units) in the world and plans to scrap 53 old vessels of a combined 2.89m
dwt until 2017 with the goal of optimization of its tonnage. COSCOCS also set up China Lines last
March by unifying its containership business sector.
Asiasis – 20.06.2016

18. Jinhai to transform into intelligent shipyard
Hainan Airlines Group subsidiary Jinhai Heavy Industry plans to invest CNY 3bn ($448m) over the
next five years to transform into an intelligent shipyard. Jinhai will introduce yard automation
facility and intelligent program to focus on intelligent manufacturing. The Chinese shipyard plans
to establish the entire production line from hardware to software to strengthen the automation
system. With the investment, Jinhai plans to enhance itself to the smart level of yard by winning
high value vessels and offshore structures going beyond traditional heavy industry company. The
shipbuilder has around 60-70 ships in its orderbook, of which high value orders such as mega
containership, very large crude carrier, offshore platform and etc, account for over 90%.
Meanwhile, Jinhai has secured CNY 1bn from Zhoushan River-Sea Transport Industry Investment
Fund for the upgrade plan.
Asiasis – 21.07.2016

19. China proposes changes to ‘white list’ shipyard policy
Beijing’s policy on the ‘white list’ of shipyards will be tightened and improved on, following the
collapse of several listed shipyards amid the severe downturn of the shipbuilding sector. China’s
ministry of industry and information technology released a statement on Thursday asking for
opinions on its proposed new guidelines to the ‘white list’ of shipyards. Under the proposed
changes to the policy, the listed yards will be removed if they have not delivered ships, received
new orders, started construction on a new ship for more than one year. And those yards that have
suspended operations, declared bankrupted, and entered into debt restructuring will be strike off
the list as well. The ministry also proposed that once a yard has been removed from the list, it is
unable to apply to be on the list within the next two years. The ‘white list’ of shipyards was
announced back in September 2014, and the status would allow the shipbuilders to benefit from
prioritised policy support and access to domestic bank loans, giving a much-needed boost to
running their operations. To-date, there are 71 Chinese yards on the ‘white list’, but seven have
either declared bankrupt or suspended operations. The seven yards are China Huarong Energy
(former Rongsheng), Sinopacific Offshore & Engineering, Mingde Heavy Industry, Sainty Marine,
Jiangsu Eastern Heavy Industries of JES, Zhenghe Shipbuilding, and Zhejiang Shipbuilding. Another
four ‘white list’ state-owned yards of China Shipbuilding Industry Corp (CSIC) – Dalian Shipbuilding
Industry, Shanhaiguan New Shipbuilding, Qingdao Beihai Shipbuilding and Wuchang Shipbuilding
– are currently going through a merger process.
Seatrade Maritime News, 8-7-2016
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20. Fincantieri and CSSC Ink Agreement for First Chinese Cruise Ships
Italian shipbuilder and ship designer Fincantieri and China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC)
signed a non-binding agreement with Carnival Corporation and CIC Capital Corporation (CIC
Capital) for the construction of the first two cruise ships to be built in China for the Chinese
market, with an option for two more ships. The understanding is subject to several conditions,
including the closing of the joint venture and the financing. As envisaged by the agreement, the
joint venture being set up between Fincantieri and CSSC will act as prime contractor for the
construction of two new cruise ships to be built at the Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding (SWS),
yard of CSSC Group, ordered by the joint venture of which Carnival Corporation, CSSC, and CIC
Capital will be part of, with an option for two additional ships. The new ships will be based on the
Vista-class platform, ships built by Fincantieri for the Carnival Group, and the design will be
tailored for the specific tastes of the Chinese travelers and for the new Chinese cruise brand of
the joint venture between Carnival, CSSC and CIC Capital, which will also operate the units. The
first delivery is expected in 2022. The agreement follows the one of last July between Fincantieri
and CSSC for the constitution of a joint venture aimed at developing and supporting the growth
of the Chinese cruise industry.
World Maritime News – 26.09.2016
Europe

21. EU naval industry in good shape but more R&T investment needed, study says
Goods news from our shipyards: EU manufacturers of military vessels and submarines are doing
well, especially on international markets where exports are booming. No reason though for the
industry to rest on its laurels as it urgently needs to invest in research & technology (R&T) if it
wants to stay at the top, as a recent study commissioned by the European Defence Agency (EDA)
shows.
Despite difficult conditions on a growingly turbulent global naval market – mainly caused by rising
exports from Chinese, Russian and South Korean shipyards - Europe’s naval industry has managed
to maintain its position as a highly competitive global player if not a world leader, notably thanks
to its technological edge and strong exports, the EDA-commissioned “Study on Industrial and
Technological Competences in the Naval Sector” concludes.
The study, which was carried out by a consortium in 2015 and early 2016 (see box below),
confirms that European naval industries are very strong in their respective domestic European
markets - but also in international markets such as the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Latin America
which all devote growing budgets to defence and often have no meaningful indigenous naval
industry. Also due to decreasing defence budgets in Europe (at least over the past decade,
whereas the trend has now started to reverse), export markets nowadays account for 42% of the
European naval order book value.
Healthy successful industrial base, but…
Another positive characteristic of the European naval industry, according to the study, is its ability
to design, integrate and produce the whole range of naval ships and almost the totality of its core
systems and components. “Considering the complexity and sophistication of the products
designed and built by these companies, they can be regarded as ‘system integrators’, dismissing
once forever the old image of shipbuilders as mere assemblers of steel blocks”, it says.
The European naval industry’s supply chain is also considered both diverse and complete with no
area in which a monopoly exists. Most importantly (with regard to Europe’s strategic autonomy
in defence) there are European alternative suppliers and replacement options in place for all
systems/components currently procured from outside Europe.
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Business diversification is another trump card played by the European naval industry. The
majority of the naval players are also successful players in the high-end segments of merchant
shipbuilding (e.g. cruise ships and mega-yachts) and in the related maritime activities (e.g.
offshore and marine renewable energies). “This diversification strategy has created a favourable
cross-fertilization between civil and military technologies (dual-use technologies), both at the
Prime Contractors and at the Supply-Chain levels, leading to cost-effective designs and solutions”,
the study says.
The study’s overall conclusion could hardly be more encouraging: “The European Naval Industrial
Base today is made up of healthy, capable, diversified and successful export-oriented companies”.
… more R&T investments needed
However, all forecasts in the study are not entirely rosy. The study also warns that some threats
stemming from non-European competitors are on the horizon such as fierce price competition
from non-EU countries, especially China, South Korea and Russia. Countries which very actively
support their naval industries “as an act both of foreign and industrial policy”.
According to the study, the best way to counter this threat is by maintaining Europe’s
technological lead at the Prime/System Integrators level as well as across the full supply chain
“through increased, more supported, more coordinated and more focused investments in
Research, Development and Innovation (RDI) at national and European level”. In order to increase
intra-EU cooperation in the naval defence and security domain, a dedicated area for naval related
research should be secured within the next multi-annual Framework for Research, Development
and Innovation starting in 2021, the study recommends: “This is essential to the long-term
sustainability of the European naval industry”.
The European Commission’s upcoming Preparatory Action (PA) on defence-related research and
the Defence Action Plan (scheduled for later this year) could also play a key role as political
frameworks to increase the resources devoted to defence research activities, including in the
naval domain, the study concludes. “Here, a distinct role of overall coordinator is foreseen and
advocated for the EDA”, it says. The study also pleads for a regular exchange of ideas between
the EDA and the major players in the naval shipbuilding sector in order to better coordinate and
integrate the objectives of the future R&T programmes in this field.
Finally, the study has also led to a list of technologies considered of “primary importance” both
to maintain the European competitiveness and technological lead and to ensure the required
level of operational superiority. In total 13 high priority topics and 4 new items were identified.
The high priority list includes surface technologies topics (virtual ships, simulation, maintenance,
oceanography, environmental protection, supply & support), subsea technologies
(hydrodynamics and UxV integration, modularity, UxV integration, vulnerability reduction,
propulsor) as well as services and transversal technologies (uninhabited systems, propulsor &
propellers).
The identified new R&T topics to be focussed on in the future are 3D printing, high capacity
batteries, augmented reality and drones.
About the study
With the adoption of the EU Maritime Security Strategy in 2014 which also encompasses defencerelated aspects through its CSDP dimension, the maritime domain has gained renewed focus at
EU level. The ability for European nations to implement such a strategy will depend on both the
availability of required capabilities for both civilian missions and military operations, and the
existence of a competent and competitive naval industrial base. Therefore, in 2015, the EDA
commissioned this study – which was conducted by a consortium of Sea Europe (lead partner),
Damen, DCNS, Fincantieri, Navantia and TKMS - to acquire a comprehensive picture of the
European Naval Technological and Industrial base and its technological priorities.
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European Defence Matters, the EDA’s official magazine nº 11 (2016)

https://www.eda.europa.eu/docs/default-source/eda-magazine/edm11singlewebmedres
22. European shipyards and maritime equipment industry need to cooperate closely with EU
decision-makers on trade policy
On 20 September 2016, SEA Europe hosted a trade meeting with the European Commission and
19 Member States to discuss trade obstacles and competitive distortions for the European
shipbuilding and maritime equipment sector. The maritime industry with its complex supply chain
in shipbuilding as well as offshore production is of great economic and strategic importance all
around the world. Hundred thousands of high-profile jobs and hundreds of billions in added value
greatly contribute to the prosperity of nations. At the same time, a distinct lack of effective trade
rules applicable in the shipbuilding sector has made the industry most vulnerable to extremely
strong government interventions and market distortions in many parts of the world. Europe has
abandoned shipbuilding subsidies already in the last century and has no protectionist measures
of any kind in place. It has paid a high price by substantial loss of market share and employment.
However, by way of specialisation and focus on innovation, the European maritime industry has
succeeded to champion healthy market segments such as passenger ships and other specialised
non-cargo carrying vessels. “The current collapse of most market segments in standard ship types
heats up global competition. Many governments around the world react with massive state
support, bail-outs and protectionist measures such as growing local content requirements. This
constitutes serious threats to the successful and competitive European maritime enterprises.
Policy-makers in Europe must be highly alert and watchful to safeguard European interests in a
level playing field” said Reinhard Lüken, Managing Director of SEA Europe’s German member VSM
and Chairman of SEA Europe”s Market Monitoring and Trade Committee. SEA Europe’s Secretary
General Christophe Tytgat added: “The European shipbuilding and maritime equipment industry
produces a turnover of € 91 billion and creates more than 900,000 jobs directly and indirectly.
Two-third of the turnover is generated by the European maritime equipment industry. One-third
comes from shipbuilding, repair, maintenance and conversion activities in Europe. We are very
strong in high-tech niche-markets, in the naval industry and with high-tech equipment. However,
Europe must not be complacent. European shipyards and maritime equipment enterprises
continue to face serious trade obstacles in Asia or protectionism in the USA, Brazil and elsewhere,
creating serious distortion of competition for the European industry. This situation needs to be
addressed and European companies should have a level playing field versus their global
competitors. Hence, we call upon European decision-makers to support our industry in
overcoming unjustified trade obstacles and unfair competition, to the benefit of European
business and the European economy”, Mr. Tytgat added. The European Commission
acknowledges the existence of market access issues and market distortions for the sector and
pointed at a series of tools that can be used to overcome these problems, such as Free Trade
Agreements. Concrete cases of market access problems or competitive distortions include
massive state support to the shipbuilding industry in South Korea, no-transparency and
discrimination to foreign investors in China, Jones Act and other regulatory restrictions in the US,
and local content requirement in Brazil. These obstacles hamper both European shipyards and
maritime equipment manufacturers. “We acknowledge that a good partnership between the
industry, the European Commission and the Member States to tackle our problems is key to real
achievements. Today’s meeting is the start of this exercise and we should certainly continue and
maintain this type of meetings.” concluded Christophe Tytgat.
SEA Europe – 23.09.2016
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23. Newbuild Contracts at Lowest Level in 20 Years -BIMCO
Shipyards have become the next victim of the deteriorating conditions in the dry bulk, container
and offshore markets as 2016 looks to set the record for the lowest newbuilding contracts in more
than 20 years, according to international shipping association Baltic and International Maritime
Council (BIMCO). After a decline from 2010 to 2012, shipbuilding had a rebound in 2013 and was
expected to level out over the next few years. The reality was a slight decline in 2014 and 2015,
but still high levels of contracting measured by compensated gross tonnage (CGT). Since then,
shipyards have crashed, as the contracted CGT globally has reached its lowest level since on
record. “Since the high contracting in 2013, BIMCO expected the shipyards could come under
pressure. This expectation became a reality at the start of 2016, with Q1 contracting the second
lowest CGT in 20 years,” said Peter Sand Chief Shipping Analyst at BIMCO. “A low level of
contracting is exactly what the shipping industry needs in order to eventually restore the
fundamental balance between supply and demand,” Sand continued.
Japanese and South Korean contracts down by 86 percent
The shipyards in Europe were the only ones to see an increase in contracting in the first eight
months of 2016 compared to the same period in 2015. Europe contracted 2.52 million CGT, an
increase of 45.3 percent compared to the previous year. Japan and South Korea have had the
biggest decline in contracting, down by 86.7 percent and 86.5 percent respectively, compared to
the same months the year before. China contracted 49 percent less CGT in that period.
Globally, the tanker and container segments are the main reasons for diminishing new orders by
percentage as well as in CGT in 2016. Combined, they were responsible for 67.7 percent of the
total contracted CGT in the first 8 months of 2015. This year, tanker contracts are down by 80.1
percent and container contracts are down 84.1 percent compared to the same eight months last
year.
Alarming order cover due to overcapacity at the shipyards
The effect of declining contracts and continuing shipyard overcapacity has put pressure on the
shipyards order cover. The order cover is the number of years it will take to deliver the scheduled
order book, based on the capacity of the shipyards. Therefore, a low order cover can be a result
of high capacity at the shipyards, as well as a decreasing order book.
Shipbuilding in South Korea is suffering the most, as they hold orders for less than two years of
building. Europe continues the positive trend seen in contracted CGT, with increasing order cover.
This shows that additional contracting orders are not being absorbed by new shipyards entering
the market.
“There is a declining trend for Japan, China and South Korea and with such low levels of
newbuilding contracts being placed, this will look even more severe next year. However, the order
cover could have been even lower, if capacity had been taken out due to shipyards cutting down
on operations or closing entirely,” Sand said.
Troubles for South Korean shipyards started in 2014.
South Korea saw the order cover start to decrease from 2014 to 2015, whereas China and Japan
saw the decline one and two years later respectively. This might be an indication of South Korean
capacity being held artificially alive by government support. Government support is seen in many
places in the shipping industry. It’s positive to note that Europe’s order cover is still increasing
and is currently 5.3 years. Europe is however only responsible for 9.3 percent of the global order
book. The order book for Europe consists mainly of ferries, tugs and cruise ships.
As 67.9 percent of the Chinese order book and 58.4 percent of the Japanese order book are
deliveries for either the container, dry bulk or offshore segments, there is a possibility for
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postponements and cancellations. The postponements can add a further headache to the
shipyards’ liquidity, as the final payments in these cases may be delayed.
MarineLink – 13.09.2016

24. Shipbuilders Could Be In Fight To The Death
Lloyds List today reports that a renewed price war could erupt, especially in the Asian region, as
struggling Chinese and South Korean shipyards battle with the twin effects of high debts and
slowing demand. Despite warnings from many respected analysts and industry experts,
shipowners still seem hell bent on loading their fleets with new ships and the lure of ever cheaper
ships seems to be driving demand when there is no real necessity for it. South Korean shipyards
are in huge turmoil at the moment, and have been for many years. Re-structuring, both debt and
physical are ongoing. Many Chinese shipyards have gone to the wall and it seems likely a Battle
of the Giants is on the way, with the main item in their arsenal being pricing. Prices of bulkers
recently won have been far lower than shipbrokers recommend and desperation appears to be
setting in, both in China and South Korea. So far Japan appears to be riding above this melee. In
all shipping sectors: bulk, tanker and container, there is an oversupply of vessels on the sea. As
reported today tanker rates have taken a battering this year, and bulk is faring little better over
all. Containership operators are seeking closer and closer alliances and re-grouping as they are
forced into synergies to cut costs and make efficiencies. South Korea's STX is one of the
shipbuilding groups in the worst of conditions. After years of going to court over debts and delays,
a flurry of cancellations have taken place. The Big Three in South Korea are all in trouble and just
yesterday South Korea's government signalled it was more than happy for smaller and medium
sized shipyards to go to the wall and let the bigger companies take over the field. In China many
shipyards have closed and prices are going down all the time. Such fevered and frantic struggles
all point to a bloody battle ahead in the worlds biggest shipbuilders, and a fight to the death seems
to be what is aimed for. Yet in the midst of this, shipping itself is hardly riding high. Whether
shipowners can be tempted enough to throw caution to the wind and take advantage of rock
bottoming prices remains to be seen. What can be in no doubt however is the tremendously
dangerous state of affairs taking place in Asian shipbuilding itself. The picture today is so very
different from the heady days pre-2008 crash, and it looks as though once again the world of
shipbuilding is turning on its head.
Shipping Times 01.07.2016
25. Japan to overtake Korea in global shipbuilding industry
Japanese shipyards are on the verge of overtaking Korean shipyards in remaining order backlogs
and market share, while the latter has suffered multitrillion won operating losses for the past
several years due to an industry slump and subsequent decline in demand. According to U.K.based shipping and offshore gas industries analyst Clarkson Research, Wednesday, the
shipbuilding order backlog held by Korean shipyards stood at 23.87 million compensated gross
tons (CGTs) as of the end of July, the lowest level since January 2004. In the meantime, Japanese
shipyards had an order backlog of 22.13 CGTs, narrowing the gap between the two countries'
shipyards to 1.74 CGTs. This is the narrowest gap since March 2003, when the comparable gap
was 1.58 million CGTs. The gap was the widest ― as much as 31.6 million CGTs ― during the boom
in 2008, under which Korean shipyards boasted a 71.7 million CGT order backlog. The gap
between the two countries' shares in order backlogs has also narrowed to 1.8 percent as of earlyAugust while recording 4.8 percent in January, 4.2 percent in March and 3.7 percent in May. An
industry observer said that it is "almost certain" that Japanese shipyards will overtake Korean
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shipyards in market share and order backlogs within this year, because Korean shipyards have
suffered a huge loss in receiving orders while delivering more than 1 million CGTs worth of
shipbuilding orders every month this year. Japanese shipyards have delivered around 550,000
CGTs monthly in the same period. Korean shipbuilders clinched a total of 800,000 CGTs worth of
new orders in the first half of the year, dropping 88 percent from last year's figure. Meanwhile,
Japanese shipbuilders are maintaining their sales performance thanks to strong domestic
demand. They clinched a total of 440,000 CGTs, or 11 ship orders, in July alone, the best sales
performance among rival shipbuilding countries. Japanese NYK received a shipbuilding order for
five containers from JMU while another Japanese shipbuilder MOL clinched orders from Honda
Zosen to build three multipurpose vessels. Korea's top three shipbuilders ― Hyundai Heavy
Industries, Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering and Samsung Heavy Industries ― suffered
a combined operating loss of 8.5 trillion won ($7.4 billion) last year because of an industrywide
slump and a delay in the construction of offshore facilities. They have recently drawn up a
sweeping 11 trillion won self-rescue program in a bid to overcome the prolonged slump and
subsequent losses.
The Korea Times 10.08.2016

26. Clarksons: Vessel Ordering Takes a Nosedive in Q3
Overall contracting of new vessels plunged in the three-month period from July to September to
a mere 88 units, according to data provided by Clarkson Research. When compared to the same
period in 2015, the orders dropped by some 81 percent from 481 vessel orders. Due to an
oversupply in the shipping market, accompanied by low freight rates, the owners were not eager
to invest in newbuildings during the third quarter. In September, the shipbuilders received a total
of 18 new orders, a 91 percent drop from the 220 ship orders placed in the same month a year
earlier. During August the owners ordered 45 new ships, down from 101 reported in the same
month in 2015, while July numbers reached 25 new orders, compared to 160 placed a year before.
Clarksons earlier said that the shrinking orderbook has led the number of active yards, ones which
have at least one vessel (1,000+ GT) on order, to decline since the financial crisis in 2009. The
number of ‘active’ shipyards globally has more than halved since the start of 2009, falling to
around 400 shipyards at the start of September 2016. As of start September 2016 there were 402
active yards, down 57% on the 2009 peak, Clarkson Research said. Alongside this drop in the
number of active yards, newbuild output has fallen and this year is projected to stand 34% below
its 2010 peak in CGT terms.
World Maritime News – 5.10.2016

27. Clarksons: Bulk Carrier Fleet Expansion to Slow Down
Due to depressed dry bulk market conditions, which triggered a slump in bulk carrier contracting
and in turn led to the newly slim orderbook, which hit a nine year low at the start of September,
the bulk carrier fleet expansion is expected to ease in the coming years, according to Clarksons’
Shipping Intelligence Network. A dearth in ordering has seen the bulk carrier orderbook shrink
fairly consistently since mid-2014. By September 2016, the bulker orderbook had shrunk to 108.4
million dwt, down 19% since the start of the year. This was equivalent to 13.8% of the fleet, down
from 17.2% at the start of 2016. Overall, the bulker orderbook is at its slimmest for almost a
decade, despite a ‘non-delivery’ rate of over 50% in the year to date, Clarksons said. Capesize
contracting had been in fairly steady decline since the start of 2014, until 30 Valemax 400,000
dwt orders were placed in early 2016, which units currently account for 11% of the total bulker
orderbook in terms of capacity. Nevertheless, by the start of September 2016 the Capesize
orderbook had contracted to a three year low of 47.1 million dwt, also supported by a 10% y-o-y
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rise in Capesize deliveries in January-August 2016. Meanwhile, by the start of September, the
Panamax orderbook shrank to a nine year low of 21.4 million dwt, driven by the consistent slide
in contracting activity in the sector, including for Kamsarmax designs, in recent years. In 2015,
Panamax ordering totalled 6.6 million dwt, down 49% y-o-y. This was followed by a near total
collapse in reported Panamax orders in the first eight months of 2016. Similarly, newbuild
contracting activity has slumped in the smaller Handymax and Handysize sectors, in recent years,
before dropping to an almost standstill in January-August 2016. This saw the Handymax and
Handysize orderbooks shrink to 28.4 million and 11.5 million dwt respectively by the start of
September 2016, representing a 10 year low in both cases. Clarksons added that, at the start of
September, only 60 million dwt, or 55% of the bulk carrier orderbook, was scheduled to be
delivered after the close of the current calendar year. This compares to 67% in September 2015.
“The slim orderbook is currently expected to contribute to bulker fleet growth of 2% in full year
2016 followed by around 0.8% in 2017; this compares to average annual growth of around 9% in
the period 2010-15,” Clarksons said.
World Maritime News – 29.09.2016

28. USD 43.8 Bn Fleet Awaiting Delivery in 1H 2016
During the first half of 2016, some USD 28.4 billion worth of vessels have been delivered to their
respective owners, while over USD 43.8 billion worth of ships is left on the orderbook to be
delivered by year’s end, according to data provided by VesselsValue. So far this year, a grand total
of 905 vessels, with a capacity of over 56,7 million (dwt, TEU, cbm), have been handed over to
their owners, representing a total value of 39 percent, while 1,613 ships or 61 percent remain to
be delivered. LPG deliveries are on track for the year, with 50% of the 2016 orderbook having
been delivered, worth USD 3 billion. Second on the list are containership deliveries, with 49% of
total value delivered, followed by tankers, with 42% of their 2016 orderbook delivered, and
bulkers with 41%. In addition, 36% of small dry bulkers, 28% of liquefied natural gas (LNG) ships,
25% of multigas vessels and 20% of Offshore Supply Vessels (OSV) have been delivered until now.
On the other hand, Offshore Supply Vessels (OSV) are at the top of the list of undelivered ships
with 80% of these vessels, valued at USD 5.5 billion, still waiting for delivery. According to
VesselsValue, many of the undelivered vessels in underperforming markets are candidates for
slippage as the vessel’s delivery date may be pushed back into the next few years.
World Maritime News – 16.07.2016

29. Clarksons: Shipyards Struggling to Remain Active
The number of ‘active’ shipyards globally has more than halved since the start of 2009, falling to
around 400 shipyards at the start of September 2016, with rapid growth in the total followed by
steep decline all within the last decade, according to Clarkson Research. Global contracting
surged by 78% from 2002 to peak in 2007, with the orderbook peaking in 2009. With capacity
expanding to meet this demand, the number of active yards skyrocketed, rising by 72% from
2005 to a peak of 931 yards in 2009. However, since the financial crisis, the shrinking orderbook
has led the number of active yards, ones which have at least one vessel (1,000+ GT) on order, to
decline. As of start September 2016 there were 402 active yards, down 57% on the 2009 peak,
Clarkson Research said. Alongside this drop in the number of active yards, newbuild output has
fallen and this year is projected to stand 34% below its 2010 peak in CGT terms.
Chinese Yards Losing The Bulk
From 2005, the number of active Chinese yards grew rapidly, increasing 117% to a peak of 382
yards in 2009. Many of the new yards specialised in the bulk carrier sector. Since then, the
number of active Chinese yards has declined by 63%, with almost half of these closures
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accounted for by ‘small’ yards that had delivered two ships or fewer. There were just 140 active
Chinese yards at the start of September 2016, or around 35% of all active yards globally. The
number of active yards in Japan has been more steady, peaking at 71 in 2008, before falling 17%
by September 2016, when 59 were reported to have an orderbook. Meanwhile, larger Korean
yards have mostly remained active up to today. Elsewhere, post-2008, European yards struggled
to compete for the more limited number of orders. By September 2016, 140 fewer European
yards were active than back in 2008.
The Challenge To Be Active
Clarkson Research said that, looking ahead, many active yards appear vulnerable today. Around
240 currently active shipyards are scheduled to deliver their last units on order by the end of
2017. Some of these yards may yet receive orders or have deliveries delayed, however, around
a quarter of active yards have only a single ship on order, while around 40% are not reported to
have taken a contract since 2014. Only 59 builders have deliveries due into 2019 and beyond.
“The number of active yards has more than halved since 2009, with a prominent feature being
the exit of many Chinese builders from the scene. With ordering levels likely to remain subdued
going forward, some shipyards that do not already have substantial orderbooks may also find
remaining active a challenge,” Clarksons’ Christopher Pearce said.
World Maritime News – 16.09.2016

30. Infographic: How Shipowners Changed Behavior in 1H 2016
The infographic, released by VesselsValue, shows the
change in ship ordering, selling and scrapping activities in
the first half of this year, when compared to the same
period in 2015.
The findings showed that there was a 52 percent
reduction in spending on second hand vessels. In 2015, a
total of USD 14.8 billion was spent on second hand
vessels, while this number amounted to USD 7.1 billion in
2016. Furthermore, newbuilding orders decreased by 65
percent in the first six months of this year with only 238
ordered ships, against 689 ships in the same period last
year. However, scrapping activity recorded a ten percent
increase, with 428 demolition sales in 2016, compared to
388 in the first half of 2015.
World Maritime News – 09.08.2016

31. Malaysia gives tax incentives to shipyards
The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) of Malaysia is introducing a new tax
incentive for domestic shipbuilding and ship repair industry. MITI recently released an official
statement that new companies will be able to enjoy either pioneer status with a 70% income tax
exemption on their statutory income for a period of five years, or an investment tax allowance of
60% on the qualifying capital expenditure incurred within five years from the date the first
qualifying capex is incurred. There are 100 registered shipbuilders in Malaysia, of which six are
leading the industry. However, shipbuilders’ have few offshore orders in the past couple of years.
Also, the country is fiercely competing for commercial newbuildings with neighboring nations like
Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, and the Philippines
World Maritime News, 6-4-2016
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32. Indian Government to help financially stressed private shipyards to take up defence
contracts
India’s shipping and defence ministries are working on a plan to help financially stressed private
shipyards that are undergoing corporate debt restructuring (CDR) to take up defence contracts.
Defence minister Manohar Parrikar said that his ministry will sign a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with the shipping ministry to allow private shipbuilders have a fair share in
defence shipbuilding. Parrikar said the current defence procurement policy (DPP) prohibits
financially stressed private shipbuilders from participating in defence tenders. The minister said
the shipping ministry can extend support to private ship building companies in defence
production. Banks could come on board along with the shipping ministry to suggest ways and
means to accommodate private shipyards, he added. However, this is a plan of action and
ministries are yet to finalise details. “This is just a recipe. We cannot tell you how the food will
taste,” Parrikar said. Bharati Defence & Infrastructure Ltd and ABG Shipyard Ltd, two of India’s
private shipyards, are both facing acute financial stress. “Such a move (to disallow stressed
shipbuilders from participating in defence tenders) does not make sense,” says V. Kumar,
managing director of Bharati Defence & Infrastructure, which changed its name from Bharati
Shipyard Ltd after it secured a permit from the government to build defence ships. “When Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is going all out to support Indian shipbuilders, this move will hinder the
revival plans of many yards,” he said.
Livemint- 14.04.2016

33. New Saudi Arabia Shipyard to be ‘World’s Largest’
Developers of a new shipyard in Saudi Arabia say the facility will be the largest maritime yard in
the world providing a range of services, including large shipbuilding, large ship repair, offshore
rigs fabrication and offshore support vessel repair. The new facility, a joint venture between state
oil giant Saudi Aramco, the National Shipping Company of Saudi Arabia, Lamprell (LAM.L) and
Hyundai Heavy Industries, will be located in the eastern Saudi port of Ras Al-Khair, north of Jubail
on the Persian Gulf. It is planned to be fully operational by 2021.A contract to design the
infrastructure for the yard has been awarded to Haskoning DHV UK and Hyundai Engineering &
Construction Co., with front-end engineering design work expected to last five months. The yard
will have a range of facilities including seven fully-equipped dry docks, two basins and five piers,
a shiplift system, workshops, warehouses, utility services areas, as well as office buildings, living
quarters and recreational facilities for more than 10,000 workers. “This project combines four
different yards into a single development, creating significant opportunities for economies of
scale and enhancing the country’s economic development,” Adrian Arnold, Project Director at
Royal HaskoningDHV. Saudi Aramco said it expects the complex to produce 80,000 jobs and allow
Saudi Arabia to reduce its imports by $12 billion while increasing gross domestic product by $17
billion, Reuters reported.
MarineLink 11/10-16
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INNOVATION
34. 4th Industrial Revolution signals long-term bearishness for shipping - annual growth of
seaborne import volume will decline.
Foresight’s Mehrotra forecasts lower demand for conventional shipping amid new manufacturing
technologies The future of commercial shipping is dire in most of its conventional forms,
according to industry veteran Ravi Mehrotra, as result of the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” which
brings increases in domestic production through lower labour and energy costs via technological
innovations. The emerging term generally refers to the new manufacturing technologies merging
digital and physical spaces, such as 3D printers, that are coming to light after the first industrial
revolution in mechanisation, water and steam power in 1760-1820, the second in mass
production, assembly and electricity in 1870-1947, and the third in information technology and
automation in 1950-1992.
In the inaugural Tom Leander Memorial Annual Lecture, named after the late Lloyd’s List Asia
editor-in-chief, the Foresight Group’s executive chairman will say the latest industrial revolution
is hitting the main shipping sectors as robotics, artificial intelligence, 3D printing, digital and nano
technologies are maturing. “The main objective of Fourth Industrial Revolution is to lower the
cost of labour and energy as we have got accustomed to it,” Mr Mehrotra will say at Cambridge
Academy of Transport on Friday. "[This] changes the fundamentals of global supply chains.”
The new, innovative manufacturing methods would require less infrastructure in the developed
and developing nations and a limited labour force, he will say. Conventional needs of
manufacturing and energy will be reduced, with the emergence of sharing economies such as
Uber, which would cut overall demand of vehicles and renewable energy. And 3D printing means
manufacturing at the point of use, he will add. But all those changes will have negative impact on
conventional shipping. “One thing is certain: the long-term growth in manufacturing and shipping
is over,manufacturing from low-cost labour countries flooding the developed world with cheap
industrial goods is over.” According to Mr Mehrotra, who derives his predictions from Clarksons
and Danish Ship Finance data, the annual growth of seaborne import volume will decline to 1.2%
in 2015-2030 from 3.7% in 2000-2015.
On the supply side, he forecasts annual newbuilding deliveries range between 76m-102m gt in
2016-2021 and removals between 20m-26m gt during the same period.Those numbers point to
vessel oversupply. “We are under-utilising our fleet. Utilisation is only 80%.Our capital employed
in shipping is under-utilised and resulting in low or negative returns.It is very difficult for the
shipping industry to survive in its present form… the companies that will survive will be large,
highly efficient, have access to funding and will probably be more corporate.” However, the effect
of changing ways of production will be uneven over the different shipping sectors. Mr Mehrotra
will point out the container sector will be the hardest hit, with forecast increase of local
production. Tankers will be relatively supported as consumption by China and India — where
domestic reserves are limited — continues to pick up. Moreover, with the world’s ageing
population, especially in the developed world, Mr Mehrotra will predict the boom of cruise
shipping. “As import and export of cargo volumes in the developed world reduce the existing port
facilities will be free. They can easily be converted to cruise terminals.” And as people’s leisure
time increases, there will be more demand for sport shipping, he will add.
Mr Mehrotra will say the generally weak market conditions after the 2008 financial crisis were
signals of prolonged weakness that many didn’t realise until recently. “Until recently we looked
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at world GDP growth and its volume growth to find our clue for future growth in shipping and
spent hundreds of millions in this belief.We were living in our own cocoon without looking at the
outside world and how it is changing around us. It is only in 2016 we started looking at the outside
world to see if some other answers were there.”
Lloyd´s List, 5-7-2016

35. The Rise of Manufacturing Marks the Fall of Globalization
Whether you're reading this article on a smartphone, tablet or laptop, chances are the device in
front of you contains components from at least six countries spanning three or more continents.
Its sleek exterior belies the complicated and intricate set of internal parts that only a global supply
chain can provide. Over the past century, finished products made in a single country have become
increasingly hard to find as globalization — weighted a term as it is — has stretched supply chains
to the ends of the Earth. Now, anything from planes, trains and automobiles to computers,
cellphones and appliances can trace its hundreds of pieces to nearly as many companies around
the world. And its assembly might take place in a different country still.
Opportunities for producing and assembling products and their components have spread
worldwide, making it is easier for countries to climb the production value ladder. States at the
bottom, extracting raw materials, can gradually move up, first making low-value components and
then progressing to higher-value ones or basic assembly. But just as technology spurred
globalization and the shifts in international trade that followed, so, too, will it revolutionize how
countries again do business with one another. Compounded by the economic and demographic
changes taking place today, automation, advanced robotics and software-driven technologies are
ushering in a new era — one of shorter supply chains that will provide fewer opportunities for the
developing world. Regions once labeled "emerging economies" may instead stagnate, and the
divide between the haves and have-nots within and among nations could widen further.
The Dawn of Globalization and Trade
Globalization in its current form may be only a few decades old, but international trade is not a
new concept. From antiquity, technology has driven and enabled transformations in the global
order. Caravel ships and the compass, for instance, brought about the age of European
exploration, the journeys of which were only sped up by steam power. Even so, few would have
guessed that something as simple as a box would form the cornerstone of the latest era.
Sixty years ago, Malcom McLean, an American businessman and entrepreneur, launched the first
container ship from a New Jersey port, forever changing how goods move around the world. By
using a standard-sized container that could be transported from ship to rail or truck, McLean
made shipping goods between two points far more efficient. Rather than taking days or weeks to
unload a ship, it now took hours. Though another decade passed before McLean's methods were
used on an intercontinental voyage, and several years more before the technology reached
Europe, his experiment altered the way the world worked. The first container ship, Ideal X, set
sail carrying just 58 trailer units in spring 1956; today, ships have become so large that the biggest
can carry nearly 20,000 units.
The explosion of container shipping meant that goods and parts no longer had to be made in
proximity to their users. As location became less of a factor in production, the importance of other
considerations such as labor costs rose. Not only did low-end manufacturing increase, first in
China and then in other parts of Southeast Asia, but supply chains also became longer and more
complex. The creation of the World Trade Organization only accelerated globalization by
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regulating the new economic environment and helping to link producers with their buyers. A
number of industries, including the automobile and electronics sectors, were able to take full
advantage of the sweeping changes the container ship had wrought.
Now, the raw materials used to create a typical laptop may come from as many as six continents.
Those materials could then be further processed in Germany, the United States or Japan before
being used to make an LCD screen in South Korea or a computer chip in Malaysia, Vietnam or the
Philippines, all before being put into a final product in China. A similar story can be told for the
iPhone, whose components come from South Korea, Germany, France, Japan and several other
Asian countries before they are assembled in China. Nor is it unique to electronics; the Boeing
787, for example, is pieced together by nine different countries in North America, Europe and
Asia. The center console of a Honda Accord alone involves some two dozen suppliers.
All these moving parts might seem to unnecessarily complicate things, but in reality they minimize
costs and enable companies to take advantage of factors such as inexpensive labor. As a result,
goods and parts are manufactured in the most cost-effective locations instead of the nearest
ones. This change, coupled with a strong pro-commerce environment, caused global trade to
increase tenfold between 1980 and 2007, propelling economic growth in China, South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore in the process. Now, many countries in Southeast Asia and
other parts of the world are trying to replicate that success, but doing so will become increasingly
difficult.
The Sun Sets on Globalization
The era of globalization is coming to an end, though its effects will not disappear entirely.
Certainly, globalization has had its moment and could already be in decline, steadily replaced by
its successor: a new age driven by advanced robotics, artificial intelligence and additive
manufacturing. These technologies stand to dramatically lower the costs of production as they
become more prevalent throughout the manufacturing process.
Just as international trade was a familiar concept when globalization emerged, robotics is a field
that has been around for some years. Recent and impending advances in robotics, however, will
expand its uses far beyond the few industries it currently dominates. Robots' dexterity and the
complexity of their programming is increasing, allowing them to assemble more intricate
products, such as those with complicated wiring and circuitry. By automating the assembly
process, which is largely manual for many industries, robots could someday cause assembly lines
to move away from cheap labor pools, undoing one of the biggest shifts underpinning
globalization and eliminating many of the benefits that came with longer supply chains.
Progress in additive manufacturing, more commonly known as 3-D printing, will only further
degrade the effects of globalization. Traditional manufacturing methods require separate molds
to be made (incurring additional capital costs) for each product. But 3-D printers, which produce
multiple designs on the same machine, do not. Because of this, economies of scale do not carry
the same advantages with 3-D printing as they do in a world of traditional manufacturing. As 3-D
printing improves and is used more widely, it could reverse some of the specialization and
standardization of supply chains that has taken place over the past few decades, allowing more
parts to be made in fewer locations.
The shortening of supply chains in both distance and number of nodes will, in turn, reduce the
volume of global trade as fewer countries and factories are involved in the production process.
Returning to the example of the hypothetical laptop, companies may need to buy parts from only
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two countries as opposed to six since more components can be made at the same time, in the
same place.
Of course, it would be dishonest not to acknowledge the constraints still facing these emerging
technologies. For instance, 3-D printing will reach its full potential only when a single machine can
make products comprising multiple materials, something that could take years if not decades to
achieve. Moreover, printing metal parts is still too expensive, slow and inconsistent to be widely
applicable. Robots, meanwhile, need to have greater dexterity and more capable and quick
programming to have the greatest impact on manufacturing. The energy costs of operating a
factory largely made up of robots are also significantly higher, and because industrial equipment
lasts a long time, its replacement with robotic alternatives will be slow. Together, these factors
suggest that the coming transition will be gradual, not abrupt.
A New Day Begins
As the next industrial revolution unfolds, the model for economic growth that arose alongside
globalization will offer a less certain path toward development. Though new technologies will not
completely erase the benefit of cheap labor, they will reduce the number of opportunities
countries have to industrialize, diversify and grow their economies.
Meanwhile, trade will become more regionalized as production migrates back toward consumer
countries. Nations with high education levels but comparatively cheap wages, such as Mexico,
will replace their low-wage peers as the hubs of new industrial manufacturing. If technology
improves enough to bring costs so low that it does not make sense to ship goods from distant
places — admittedly a difficult benchmark to reach — trade blocs such as NAFTA could become
virtually self-sufficient.
For some middle-income countries, such as Mexico, the gradual regionalization of trade has clear
benefits. But many of their poorer counterparts that previously stood to gain from globalization
could find themselves in an increasingly difficult position. Countries in East and Central Africa as
well as parts of Southeast Asia that were once poised to replace China as the world's next lowend manufacturing base now may see only limited economic growth, if not stagnation. As
advanced, industrialized countries no longer have to rely on low-wage labor in far-off places, they
will take advantage of new technologies and start producing low-end goods closer to home. States
that have not yet begun to industrialize will have the hardest time; the longer it takes them to
develop over the next few decades, the more difficult it will be for them to do so as the growth
of advanced manufacturing elsewhere shrinks the opportunities available for emerging
manufacturers. Developing an advanced industrial base takes additional capital, skills and time,
essentially increasing the number of rungs separating low-end and high-end manufacturers on
the production value ladder.
Of course, if there are losers in this game then there must also be some winners. Pioneers of the
advanced technologies themselves — namely the United States, Northern Europe and parts of
Asia, including Japan and South Korea — are best positioned to exploit robotics and 3-D printing.
China, too, will probably be able to use new technologies to its advantage. In fact, its solid
engineering base, strong central government and policy of promoting domestic technological
development — not to mention its aggressive acquisitions of foreign technology companies —
could put it at the forefront of the next industrial age.
Though China is still making the move from low-end to high-end manufacturing, it has made
enough progress to avoid the negative side effects of globalization's decline, and it will not be as
constrained as some other developed regions with established, traditional manufacturing bases.
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Much like its previous economic growth spurt, however, the gains of its newest industrialization
will not be equally distributed throughout the country. Instead, advances in technology will likely
increase the gap between China's coastal and interior provinces. If Beijing cannot control the
political tension and unrest that is sure to follow, its economy's future success could be put in
jeopardy.
Technology is a part of geopolitics that is often overlooked, and yet it fundamentally changes the
way countries interact with one another and cope with their inherent constraints. As we move
into a brave new world of automated manufacturing, 3-D printing and artificial intelligence, such
changes are inevitable. And just as we look back and mark the invention of the cotton gin or the
assembly line as turning points in history, so, too, will our descendants look back on today's
inventions as the start of a new era.
Stratfor, 7-6-2016

36. Test Bed for Autonomous Shipping Opens in Norway
An extensive area of the Trondheimsfjord in Northern Norway was designated as an official test
bed for autonomous shipping by the Norwegian Coastal Authority (NCA), during a special event
in Trondheim, Norway on Friday, September 30th 2016. As potentially the first coastal area in the
world officially dedicated to the development of technology for autonomous ships, the new test
bed is set to become a vital facility for the future of shipping. Norwegian maritime technology
company KONGSBERG has been integral to the opening of the test bed and will become a major
user in order to continue its development of sensors, software and systems that enable more
autonomy for ships. Announced in March as a follow-up to the Norwegian government’s new
National Transport Plan, the fjord offshore Trondheim is an ideal location for the development of
technology that will make autonomous shipping a reality. The area experiences light vessel traffic,
making it a safe place to conduct autonomous vehicle trials. It is also home to high levels of
maritime competence through an extensive maritime technology cluster and several major
academic and research organizations. The initiative was established by the Norwegian Marine
Technology Research Institute (MARINTEK), the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU), the Trondheim Port Authority, KONGSBERG and Maritime Robotics. Other stakeholders
include the Ocean Space Center, and NTNU’s Center for Autonomous Operations and Services
(AMOS). “As far as we know, there are no such test sites of this kind in the world so the Norwegian
Coastal Authorities are taking the lead in a changing maritime world,” said Gard Ueland,
President, Kongsberg Seatex. “We are seeing how autonomy is coming into vehicles on land. I
believe we will see some massive changes in the future leading to smart ships that will make
maritime transport safer and more efficient. We will also see technology that has the potential to
enable fully autonomous cargo vessels. Much of this will come from Trondheim, thanks to the
unmatched maritime expertise here and our autonomous vehicles test bed.” KONGSBERG has
played an important role in the Trondheimsfjord test bed, having already demonstrated the
suitability of the area for autonomous technology trials. The company’s Trondheim-based
subsidiary Kongsberg Seatex tested various new autonomous technology solutions in
Trondheimsfjord this June, together with the NTNU and the Norwegian Defense Research
Establishment. Furthermore, the AUTOSEA project with focus on automated situational
awareness will use Trondheimsfjord as a test site when utilizing sensor fusion to reduce the risk
of collisions between ships and vehicles, when increased level of autonomy is introduced. In order
to improve detection capabilities also on small objects and improved coverage of the close-range
sector, the AUTOSEA project will, in addition to conventional maritime radar, include sensor types
not normally used for such purposes in the maritime sector, such as cameras, infrared and LIDAR.
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MarineLink – 04.10.2016

37. Cyber Breaches Are a Top Risk, Shipping Execs Say
Shipping industry executives say the increased security threat from cyber and data privacy
breaches is the number one risk to its sector, according to a new ranking released today by Willis
Towers Watson (NASDAQ: WLTW), a leading global advisory, broking and solutions company.
According to Willis Towers Watson’s Transportation Risk Index the second- and third-most
pressing risks affecting the shipping sector are globalization of the customer base, and third-party
security vulnerabilities. Failure of critical IT systems, change in demand due to macroeconomic
conditions and dependence on third-party suppliers are ranked fourth, fifth and sixth in the index,
respectively. “Our survey found the prolonged economic struggles of most shipping companies
have made the maritime sector more sensitive to risk than other modes of transport,” said Ben
Abraham, head of Willis Towers Watson’s Marine practice. “Maritime transport providers
perceive cyber and data privacy breaches as their top risk. But shipping companies are also heavily
exposed to globalization. Nowhere is this more apparent than with the bankruptcy of South
Korea's Hanjin Shipping (117930.KS). Its demise, stranding more than $14 billion in goods at sea,
is a case study of the industry's interdependence.” The risk ranking is based on interviews with 63
C-suite executives across the shipping sector globally, which includes ship owners, port and
terminal operators and cruise operators. The respondents were asked to rank 50 risks according
to their potential impact and how difficult each one would be to manage. “Global shipping
companies clearly face a complex, interconnected risk environment. Understanding your risks and
knowing how to respond provide a competitive advantage,” added Abraham
MarineLink – 05.10.2016

38. World's First LNG-Powered Cruise Ships
Shell Western LNG B.V. (Shell) signed a supply agreement with Carnival Corporation (CCL) & plc
(Carnival) to supply liquefied natural gas (LNGLF) (LNG) to fuel two of the world’s largest
passenger cruise ships. Under the agreement, Shell will supply LNG for the world’s first LNGpowered cruise ships due to start sailing in northwest Europe and the Mediterranean in 2019.
This will be the first time LNG in dual-fuel engines will be used in the cruise industry to power
ships both in port and at sea.
MarineLink – 03.10.2016
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SHIPBUILDING STATISTICS
Figure 1 – Summary of activity in World Shipyards

Data source: IHS Fairplay

2016 has been so far the worst in 20 years in global order intake. New orders in the 1H 2016 amounted
to 420 vessels accounting a total of 7M CGT, while in the same period last year 865 vessels were ordered
accounting a total of 16.6M CGT. Such a sharp decline in new orders lead to a decrease of the global
orderbook, standing at 5642 vessels and 101M CGT. Oversupply is negatively affecting the cargo carriers
market. In 2013 and 2014 new orders for cargo carriers increased with the aim of replacing idle older fleet
by more efficient ships. The decrease in shipping costs due to the low oil prices doesn’t incentivize owners
to invest in fuel efficient vessels, and this linked to the cancellation and postponement of offshore projects
has led to a drop of new orders. Deliveries accounted for 1123 vessels and 18.8M CGT, maintaining the
level of completions in the same period last year.

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 2 – Summary of activity in Chinese shipyards

Data source: IHS Fairplay

Chinese shipyards saw their new orders decrease by around 40% compared to the same period in 2015
due to a lack of demand in the bulker and containerships markets. Deliveries were much higher than new
orders leading to a decrease in the orderbook after growing for three years in a row.

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 3 – Summary of activity in South Korean shipyards

Data source: IHS Fairplay

South Korean shipyards are experiencing their toughest times. Low oil prices are hitting hard the offshore
newbuilding market, leading to postponement and cancellation of orders making Korean shipyards report
a loss of almost $7 bn in 2015. New orders in 1H 2016 decreased around 85% compared to the 1H last
year. Deliveries are about the same level since 2013.

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 4 – Summary of activity of Japanese shipyards

Data source IHS Fairplay

Japanese shipyards also experienced difficulties to secure new orders in the 1H 2016, with a decrease of
75% compared to the same period last year. The orderbook decreased after 3 years of continuous growth
since its government decided to devaluate the Yen back in 2013. This governmental policy put the Japanese
Yen in a more competitive position in the export market and the shipbuilding industry has benefited
increasing the new contracts for foreign owners.

Data source IHS Fairplay
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Figure 5 – Summary of activity of EU28+ Norway shipyards

Data source: IHS Fairplay

The European orderbook continues growing since 2012. In 1H 2016, 57 vessels were contracted
accounting for 2.2 M CGT. Despite the order intake being slightly lower compared to the same point in
time last year (94 vessels, 1.3M CGT) the European orderbook is the only one growing compared to the
end of 2015. Over the last years, the level of deliveries has decreased y-o-y due to an increased complexity
of the vessels built, with a high value. 62% of CGTs in the European orderbook are passenger ships,
followed by offshore vessels and ONCCV The growth in the demand forpassenger ships and ONCCV is
contrasting with the tough situation that some European companies are experiencing due to the decline
in the demand foroffshore vessels and equipment.

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 6 – New Orders by Area and Ship Type

Data source: IHS Fairplay

Global new orders shrunk during 2016 by more than 60% compared to the 1H last year. China remains
the main contractor with 114 vessels accounting 2.4M CGT. In CGT terms, Europe is the second main
contractor with 2.2M CGT before Japan (1.1M CGT) and South Korea (0.8M CGT). However, in number
of vessels Japan contracted 101 and Europe 57, this means that the type of vessels ordered in Europe are
of a higher complexity and value.
Demand for tankers, containerships and bulkers has plunged due to the existing oversupply of vessels at
sea. The decrease in new orders for cargo carriers accounts for more than 80%. On the other hand,
demand for passenger ships and mainly cruise ships has almost doubled y-o-y.

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 7 – Completions by Main Shipbuilding Areas and Ship Types

Data source: IHS Fairplay

Global deliveries remain at the same level in 2013, 2014 and 2015, standing around 35M CGT. In the 1H
2016, South Korea led the deliveries with 6.9M CGT, followed by Chinese shipyards with 5.6 M CGT.
However, in absolute terms China delivered 387 vessels and South Korea 196. Japan followed with 261
vessels and 4 M CGT. European shipyards delivered 86 vessels and a total of 1.4 M CGT. Bulkers
constituted 34% of the completions in CGT terms, followed by tankers, containerships and gas carriers.

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 8 – World Orderbook by Area

Data source: IHS Fairplay

The world orderbook decreased compared to the end of 2015. In CGT terms China leads the orderbook
(36M CGT) followed by Korea (25M CGT), Japan (20M CGT) and EU 28+Norway (9M CGT). Bulk carriers
still lead the orderbook in CGT terms (22%), tankers constitute 20% of the total and containerships 16%.
In the case of passenger ships the share is 7% and 12% of offshore and ONCCV,

Data source: IHS Fairplay
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Figure 9 – Value of deliveries by main Shipbuilding Areas

EU 28 + Nw
Data Source: Clarkson

Only European shipyards have a higher value of new orders than of deliveries. The decrease in the demand
for cargo carriers in China, Korea and Japan is reflected by the new orders received. New orders in the 3
main Asian shipbuilding countries account for 8bn $ all together. European new contracts accounted for
11.6 bn $, 69% of the total value of global new orders.
Figure 10 – Value of the New Orders by main Shipbuilding Areas
Value of New Orders 1H 2016 (in bn $)

Data Source: Clarkson
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Figure 11 – Value of Orderbook by main Shipbuilding Areas

The lower level of new orders in South Korea, China and Japan and stable deliveries have led to a decrease
in the orderbook value of those 3 countries. The European orderbook value has increased compared to
the end of 2015, mainly thanks to passenger ships and ONCCV. Europe’s market share increases to 18%.
On the other hand, investment in global commercial newbuilding has decreased y-o-y since 2013. In the
1H 2016 investment in cruise-ships accounted for 11.2 bn $, 34% more than the investment in the whole
year of 2015. Investment in the cargo carriers market was very limited, accounting for 2.8 bn $ for tankers,
2.8 bn $ for bulkers and 1.7 bn $ for containerships. It is the lowest investment of the last 20 years.
Figure 12 - Evolution of Global Investment in Newbuilding Activity:

Data source: Clarkson
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Figure 13 – Investment by Owners and Builders Area

Data source: IHS Fairplay

The existing national policies in China, South Korea and Japan linking strategic sectors like shipping and
shipbuilding arereflected in the destination of the orders of Asian shipowners, who place 90% of their new
orders at shipyards of their own nationality. It is completely different in Europe, where most of the
shipowners order their vessels in Asia, not just for cargo carriers but also for cheaper offshore vessels.
Figure 14 – Exchange Rates pre-Lehman Index

Data Source: X-Rates
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Figure 15 – Monthly Newbuilding Price Index

Data Source: Clarkson

Clarkson’s ship prices index shows how prices have decreased in the 1H 2016. Due to the collapse in new
orders for cargo vessels, shipyards have been competing to secure orders at very cheap prices. Despite
slight improvement of the Euro compared to January 2014, it is still at low levels. Despite the slight
improvement on the newbuilding prices, they remain at low levels and several shipyards are still facing a
complicated situation of low pricing to compete for low incomes.
Bunker fuel prices continue at the lowest levels ever. The price is so low that LNG prices are higher than
the IFO 380 for the first time since 2008.
Figure 16 – Bunker Fuel and crude Oil prices Long Term

Data source: .com and World Bank
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Figure 17 – Ship Scrapping

Data source: Clarksons

As in 2015 bulkers lead the scrapping sales. However, this hasn’t led to an increase of new orders to
replace the fleet. This could be the reflection of a long-term shift in the market: Ever-larger ships are going
to saturate the demand for bulk cargo which is decreasing anyway because of the recent economic
downturn in China leading to a decreasing demand for materials and commodities.
Figure 18 – Materials Price

Data source: MEPS.co.uk

Since the end of 2015 the price of Hot Rolled Plate has increased both in Asia and Europe. However, steel
prices are still at the lowest levels in the last decade.
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ANNEX TABLES - SUMMARY OF SHIP BUILDING ACTIVITY*
Table 1 –Orderbook by Ship Types – 01.07.2016

ORDERBOOK JANUARY - JUNE 2016 BY SHIPTYPES
TYPES

NO.

1.000 GT

Crude Oil Tanker
Oil Products Tanker
Chemical Tanker
Other Liquids

396
202
475
4

36,956
3,003
8,995
3

19.8
1.6
4.8
0.0

12,624
1,957
6,331
8

12.4
1.9
6.2
0.0

69,470
4,823
14,508
2

27.7
1.9
5.8
0.0

A Tankers

1,077

48,957

26.2

20,920

20.6

88,803

35.3

Bulk Dry
Bulk Dry / Oil
Self-Discharging Bulk Dry
Other Bulk Dry

1,083
0
7
25

53,939
0
197
370

28.9
0.0
0.1
0.2

21,975
0
104
220

21.6
0.0
0.1
0.2

98,884
0
294
470

39.4
0.0
0.1
0.2

B Bulk Carriers

1,115

54,506

29.2

22,299

22.0

99,648

39.7

General Cargo
Container
Refrigerated Cargo
Ro-Ro Cargo
Other Dry Cargo

345
429
14
136
22

3,102
36,082
128
5,369
695

1.7
19.3
0.1
2.9
0.4

2,799
16,692
182
3,079
429

2.8
16.4
0.2
3.0
0.4

4,428
38,386
125
1,794
759

1.8
15.3
0.0
0.7
0.3

C Dry Cargoes

946

45,376

24.3

23,181

22.8

45,492

18.1

LNG Tanker
LPG Tanker

141
184

15,509
5,061

8.3
2.7

11,905
3,632

11.7
3.6

10,968
5,637

4.4
2.2

D Gastankers

325

20,570

11.0

15,537

15.3

16,605

6.6

97
55
53

842
5,780
64

0.5
3.1
0.0

1,030
5,795
120

1.0
5.7
0.1

205
462
27

0.1
0.2
0.0

E Ferries / Passenger Ships

205

6,686

3.6

6,945

6.8

694

0.3

Fish Catching
Other Fishing
Offshore Supply
Other Offshore
Research
Towing / Pushing
Dredging
Other Activities

123
34
634
290
33
585
29
246

174
62
1,673
7,383
166
246
216
606

0.1
0.0
0.9
4.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3

455
158
3,623
5,784
259
1,075
306
1,019

0.4
0.2
3.6
5.7
0.3
1.1
0.3
1.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

F Other Non Cargo Vessels

1,974

10,526

5.6

12,679

12.5

0

0.0

TOTAL

5,642

186,620

100

101,560

100

251,241

100

Passenger/Ro-Ro Cargo
Passenger (Cruise)
Other Passenger Vessels/Ferries

%

1.000 CGT
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Table 2 – Orderbook by Country - 31.12.2015

ORDERBOOK JANUARY - JUNE 2016 BY COUNTRIES
COUNTRY

NO.

1.000 GT

BELGIUM2)
BULGARIA 2)
CROATIA 2)
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK 2)
ESTONIA
FINLAND2)
FRANCE 2)
GERMANY 2)
GREECE2)
IRELAND
ITALY 2)
LATVIA
LITHUANIA2)
NETHERLANDS 2)
POLAND2)
PORTUGAL2)
ROMANIA 2)
SPAIN2)
UNITED KINGDOM2)
A
EU-28

0
1
37
2
5
1
13
7
31
9
1
36
4
0
66
69
0
72
58
20
432

0
4
757
5
7
1
826
859
2,261
11
0
2,201
1
0
235
168
0
1,361
760
33
9,490

0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0
0.0
0.4
0.5
1.2
0.0
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.7
0.4
0.0
5.1

0
7
547
8
20
3
812
791
2,093
28
1
2,383
6
0
353
318
0
815
558
70
8,813

0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8
0.8
2.1
0.0
0.0
2.3
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.8
0.5
0.1
8.7

NORWAY 2)
RUSSIA
SERBIA
TURKEY2)

34
52
2
148
11
247

144
353
2
377
53
929

0.1
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.5

238
400
6
637
75
1,356

0.2
0.4
0.0
0.6
0.1
1.3

466
606

9,634
10,004

5.2
5.4

9,051
9,670

8.9
9.5

1,005

39,432

21.1

20,451

20.1

658

51,152

27.4

25,475

25.1

2,129

73,358

39.3

36,479

35.9

UKRAINE
B
OTHER EUROPEAN
EU-28 + NORWAY
SEA EUROPE 2) MEMBERS
C

JAPAN

D

KOREA (SOUTH)

E

CHINA

BRAZIL
INDIA
INDONESIA
MALAYSIA
PHILIPPINES
SINGAPORE
TAIWAN
USA
VIETNAM
OTHERS
F
REST OF WORLD

116
106
105
122
86
50
34
92
184
276
1171

WORLD TOTAL1)

5642

%

3,040
1.6
319
0.2
175
0.1
95
0.1
4,621
2.5
151
0.1
1,131
1
718
0.4
1,275
1
734 0.39331
12259 6.56896
186,620
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100.0

1.000 CGT

%

2,108
2.1
479
0.5
302
0.3
287
0.3
2,080
2.0
233
0.2
672
1
734
0.7
1,057
1
1035 1.0191
8987 8.84896
101,560

100.0
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Table 3 – New Orders by Shiptypes 2015

NEW ORDERS JANUARY - JUNE 2016 BY SHIPTYPES
TYPES

NO.

1.000 GT

%

1.000 CGT

Crude Oil Tanker
Oil Products Tanker
Chemical Tanker
Other Liquids

13
25
42
0

1,130
178
353
0

8.7
1.4
2.7
0.0

400
150
324
0

5.6
2.1
4.6
0.0

2,086
289
550
0

11.8
1.6
3.1
0.0

A Tankers

80

1,661

12.7

874

12.3

2,925

16.6

Bulk Dry
Bulk Dry / Oil
Self-Discharging Bulk Dry
Other Bulk Dry

36
0
0
5

5,676
0
0
135

43.5
0.0
0.0
1.0

1,483
0
0
66

20.9
0.0
0.0
0.9

11,273
0
0
163

63.8
0.0
0.0
0.9

B Bulk Carriers

41

5,811

44.6

1,549

21.8

11,436

64.7

General Cargo
Container
Refrigerated Cargo
Ro-Ro Cargo
Other Dry Cargo

31
44
1
14
3

115
1,997
4
297
56

0.9
15.3
0.0
2.3
0.4

133
1,046
8
219
42

1.9
14.7
0.1
3.1
0.6

181
2,202
4
125
57

1.0
12.5
0.0
0.7
0.3

C Dry Cargoes

93

2,469

18.9

1,448

20.4

2,569

14.5

LNG Tanker
LPG Tanker

4
12

466
150

3.6
1.2

357
120

5.0
1.7

346
144

2.0
0.8

D Gastankers

16

616

4.7

477

6.7

490

2.8

Passenger/Ro-Ro Cargo
Passenger (Cruise)
Other Passenger Vessels/Ferries

17
15
7

301
1,891
7

2.3
14.5
0.1

295
1,857
15

4.2
26.2
0.2

81
163
1

0.5
0.9
0.0

E Ferries / Passenger Ships

39

2,199

16.9

2,167

30.5

245

1.4

Fish Catching
Other Fishing
Offshore Supply
Other Offshore
Research
Towing / Pushing
Dredging
Other Activities

31
6
15
15
1
45
2
36

47
6
19
122
4
14
19
52

0.4
0.0
0.1
0.9
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.4

122
18
48
175
7
73
23
117

1.7
0.3
0.7
2.5
0.1
1.0
0.3
1.6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

F Other Non Cargo Vessels

151

283

2.2

583

8.2

0

0.0

TOTAL

420

13,038

100.0

7,098

100.0

17,666

100.0
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Table 4- New Orders by Country 2015

NEW ORDERS JANUARY - JUNE 2016 BY COUNTRIES
COUNTRY

NO.

1.000 GT

%

1.000 CGT

%

0
0
4
0
1
0
2
2
8
0
0
9
1
0
4
3
0
2
11
5

0
0
108
0
3
0
47
354
636
0
0
1,078
0
0
9
8
0
5
68
1

0.0
0.0
0.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
2.7
4.9
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.0

0
0
68
0
7
0
32
322
556
0
0
1,106
2
0
17
19
0
12
79
6

0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.5
4.5
7.8
0.0
0.0
15.6
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.2
1.1
0.1

52

2,317

17.8

2,226

31.4

5
1
0
27
0

13
5
0
28
0

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0

29
6
0
74
0

0.4
0.1
0.0
1.0
0.0

33

46

0.3

109

1.5

EU-28 + NORWAY

57

2,330

17.9

2,255

31.8

SEA EUROPE2) MEMBERS

83

2,358

18.1

2,327

32.8

101

2,133

16.4

1,158

16.3

37

1,682

12.9

895

12.6

114

6,708

51.5

2,442

34.4

5
0
3
3
3
0
4
0
30
35
83

14
0
6
4
5
0
37
0
55
31
152

0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.2
1.2

28
0
9
10
10
0
36
0
95
79
267

0.4
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.5
0.0
1.3
1.1
3.8

420

13,038

100.0

7,098

100.0

BELGIUM2)
BULGARIA 2)
CROATIA 2)
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK 2)
ESTONIA
FINLAND2)
FRANCE 2)
GERMANY 2)
GREECE 2)
IRELAND
ITALY 2)
LATVIA
LITHUANIA 2)
NETHERLANDS 2)
POLAND2)
PORTUGAL2)
ROMANIA 2)
SPAIN2)
UNITED KINGDOM 2)
A EU-28
NORWAY 2)
RUSSIA
SERBIA
TURKEY 2)
UKRAINE
B OTHER EUROPEAN

C

JAPAN

D

KOREA (SOUTH)

E

CHINA

BRAZIL
INDIA
INDONESIA
MALAYSIA
PHILIPPINES
SINGAPORE
TAIWAN
USA
VIETNAM
OTHERS
F REST OF WORLD
WORLD TOTAL1)
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Table 5 – Completions by Shiptypes 2015
COMPLETIONS JANUARY - JUNE 2016 BY SHIPTYPES
TYPES

NO.

1.000 GT

Crude Oil Tanker
Oil Products Tanker
Chemical Tanker
Other Liquids

66
29
109
2

5,961
165
2,265
1

16.8
0.5
6.4
0.0

2,040
163
1,439
3

10.8
0.9
7.7
0.0

11,098
260
3,721
1

21.2
0.5
7.1
0.0

A Tankers

206

8,392

23.6

3,645

19.4

15,080

28.8

Bulk Dry
Bulk Dry / Oil
Self-Discharging Bulk Dry
Other Bulk Dry

323
0
1
4

14,903
0
10
60

41.9
0.0
0.0
0.2

6,337
0
8
33

33.7
0.0
0.0
0.2

27,161
0
10
79

51.9
0.0
0.0
0.2

B Bulk Carriers

328

14,973

42.1

6,378

33.9

27,250

52.1

General Cargo
Container
Refrigerated Cargo
Ro-Ro Cargo
Other Dry Cargo

77
77
3
24
8

576
5,281
14
828
193

1.6
14.8
0.0
2.3
0.5

527
2,570
25
462
134

2.8
13.7
0.1
2.5
0.7

826
5,710
16
276
167

1.6
10.9
0.0
0.5
0.3

189

6,892

19.4

3,718

19.8

6,995

13.4

LNG Tanker
LPG Tanker

12
50

1,306
1,651

3.7
4.6

1,011
1,097

5.4
5.8

1,002
1,874

1.9
3.6

D Gastankers

62

2,957

8.3

2,108

11.2

2,876

5.5

Passenger/Ro-Ro Cargo
Passenger (Cruise)
Other Passenger Vessels/Ferries

12
8
16

67
902
17

0.2
2.5
0.0

96
895
30

0.5
4.8
0.2

16
74
3

0.0
0.1
0.0

E Ferries / Passenger Ships

36

986

2.8

1,021

5.4

93

0.2

Fish Catching
Other Fishing
Offshore Supply
Other Offshore
Research
Towing / Pushing
Dredging
Other Activities

29
6
119
36
8
144
10
50

36
9
257
826
47
52
51
92

0.1
0.0
0.7
2.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.3

98
23
580
645
72
248
76
194

0.5
0.1
3.1
3.4
0.4
1.3
0.4
1.0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

F Other Non Cargo Vessels

402

1,370

3.9

1,936

10.3

0

0.0

1,223

35,571

100.0

18,805

100.0

52,293

100.0

C Dry Cargoes

TOTAL

%

1.000 CGT
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Table 6 – Completions by Countries 2015
COMPLETIONS JANUARY - JUNE 2016 BY COUNTRIES
COUNTRY
BELGIUM 2)
BULGARIA 2)
CROATIA 2)
CZECH REPUBLIC
DENMARK 2)
ESTONIA
FINLAND2)
FRANCE 2)
GERMANY 2)
GREECE 2)
IRELAND
ITALY 2)
LATVIA
LITHUANIA 2)
NETHERLANDS 2)
POLAND2)
PORTUGAL2)
ROMANIA 2)
SPAIN2)
UNITED KINGDOM 2)
A
EU-28
NORWAY 2)
RUSSIA
SERBIA
TURKEY 2)
UKRAINE
B
OTHER EUROPEAN
EU-28 + NORWAY
SEA EUROPE2) MEMBERS

NO.

1.000 GT

%

1.000 CGT

%

0
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
4
1
0
6
2
0
19
15
0
16
12
0
84

0
2
12
2
0
0
111
227
220
1
0
304
0
0
34
43
0
503
33
0
1,492

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.6
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
1.4
0.1
0.0
4.2

0
5
12
3
2
1
124
190
211
3
0
331
2
0
72
82
0
273
63
0
1,374

0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
1.0
1.1
0.0
0.0
1.8
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.0
1.5
0.3
0.0
7.3

2
6
0
39
3

17
20
0
35
1

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0

20
29
0
96
5

0.1
0.2
0.0
0.5
0.0

50

73

0.2

150

0.8

86

1,509

4.2

1,394

7.4

121

1,542

4.3

1,484

7.9

261

7,993

22.5

4,115

21.9

C

JAPAN

D

KOREA (SOUTH)

196

13,468

37.9

6,094

32.4

E

CHINA

387

10,856

30.5

5,677

30.2

21
15
42
28
14
7
11
35
44
28
245

63
25
36
51
625
47
329
188
290
31
1,685

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.8
0.1
0.9
0.5
0.8
0.1
4.7

121
44
97
90
314
45
166
216
227
75
1,395

0.6
0.2
0.5
0.5
1.7
0.2
0.9
1.1
1.2
0.4
7.4

1,223

35,571

100.0

18,805

100.0

BRAZIL
INDIA
INDONESIA
MALAYSIA
PHILIPPINES
SINGAPORE
TAIWAN
USA
VIETNAM
OTHERS
F
REST OF WORLD
WORLD TOTAL1)
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS:
BDI – the Baltic Dry Index, it tracks changes in freight rates for dry bulk cargoes and is published daily by the Baltic Exchange in
London.
Bunker Fuel – type of fuel used aboard ships.
Cabotage - coastal trade, the movement of goods by ship between ports on the same coast or between ports within the same
country. Many nations, including the United States, have cabotage laws which require national flag vessels only to provide shipments
between domestic ports.
Capesize – a dry bulk vessel around 180,000 dwt or with a beam that prevents passage via the Panama Canal, forcing the ship to
pass around Cape Horn.
Cargo (also freight) – in maritime context, goods loaded into a ship and transported over a certain distance usually for commercial
gain.
SEA EUROPE members - Croatia (from 2002), Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Poland, Portugal, Romania (from 2000), Spain, United Kingdom, Lithuania, Bulgaria (from 2009) and Turkey (from 2012)
Charter
hiring
out
of
a
ship
by
a
shipowner.
Charterer - the person who has chartered the ship for a specified voyage or period of time.
Charter rate - the tariff applied for chartering tonnage in a particular trade. It depends on the charter type:

Spot charter – contract for the carriage of a single cargo from one specified port to another in the immediate future
(abt. 2 months). Spot charters can be spot voyage charters or spot time charters.

Voyage Charter - the charterer pays for the use of the vessel's cargo spaces for one or more voyages. Payment is
calculated per ton of goods carried. The owner pays voyage expenses.

Time charter - contract to charter a vessel over a fixed period of time at a set daily rate. Under time charters, the
charterer pays voyage expenses.

Pool charter - a time charter with a floating charter rate. The actual charter hire the pool vessel receives is its
corresponding share of all the income generated by all vessels in the pool.

Bareboat Charter - contract to hire an empty ship, with all operating costs covered by the charterer.
CGT - Compensated Gross Tonnes - International unit of measure that facilitates the comparison of different shipyards’ production
regardless of the types of vessel produced. The CGT of a ship is calculated using a table of conversion factors published by OECD.
The conversion factors vary with ship type.
Classification Society - any organization that certifies seagoing vessels and their equipment for compliance with standardized
rules regarding construction and maintenance and carries out surveys at regular intervals of time and acts on behalf of the flag
state's maritime authorities.
Clarkson’s newbuilding price - The data reported represents the selection of ships covered by the Broker Clarksons. The
Ship Price Index of Clarkson’s historical data covers various sizes of the standard shiptypes. The Index only presents anticipated
prices (ex ante) not effective prices (ex post). The methodology used by the brokers is based on confirmed contracts where they
exist and brokers estimations for ship types where no transactions were registered. It should be also noted that the sizes per ship
category have increased over time and that this creates as an “inbred inflation”. Therefore only the trends should be considered
as meaningful.
Deliveries - volume of completed ships.
Demolition – See ship breaking.
Dry dock - a facility for taking a ship out of water, an operation also know as “stemming” a ship. A drydock is normally either a
graving dock (a permanent civil engineering structure) or a floating dock.
DWT – deadweight tonnes, roughly equivalent to a ships carrying capacity measured in metric tonnes.
Freight rate - the charge made for the transportation of freight.
Flag of convenience (FOC) - term used about countries allowing unlimited registration of foreign-owned ships in order to
achieve low wage levels and low or no taxation payable to the flag state.
GT – Gross Ton; unit of 100 cubic feet or 2.831 cubic meters, used in arriving at the calculation of gross tonnage.
Hot rolled plate – steel plates of the type purchased for building the hull of the ships and other heavy constructions.
Hull - the body of a vessel, a steel structure not including any equipment and machinery.
IHS Fairplay (former Lloyd’s Register-Fairplay) – supplier of maritime data, including shipbuilding statistics. The definition of the
ships taken into account in the statistics of IHS Fairplay is commercial, seagoing vessels, self propelled and of more than 100 GT. The
coverage of the mega-yachts in the database is not homogenous due to the fact that registration/classification is not mandatory
for a non commercial (private) use. Finally this definition excludes naval ships.
IMO – International Maritime Organization, the maritime authority of UN tasked with the coordination of international maritime
safety and related practices.
Keel - the backbone of a ship formed from a series of connected plates running fore and aft on the bottom of the centre line of
the ship.
Knot - unit for measuring speed, equal to one nautical mile per hour or 1.852 km/h.
Lay-Up - temporary cessation of trading of a ship by its owner i.e. during a period when there is a surplus of ships (or overtonnage) in relation to the level of available cargoes.
Liner - A vessel, usually containership advertising sailings on a specified trade route on a regular basis
Merchant shipbuilding – building of commercial vessels
New Order – announcement and confirmation of a firm newbuilding contract
Orderbook – the vessels on the shipyards’ books between the new order and delivery stages.
Owner – in the maritime context, the owner of a ship, or shipowner.
Ship delivery – handover of a vessel by the yard to the owner after the completing the construction
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Ship Types – by segments or main shiptypes used in CESA Market Monitoring Report:
1. Mass segments - refers to standard vessels characterized by large market volumes, series production, standardization, limited
engineering content and a more limited number of subcontractors. Typical vessels:
Bulk carriers – all vessels constructed and equipped to transport dry, homogeneous, unpacked cargo in its holds, for
example Iron ore, limestone, grain, coal, fertilizers.
Containerships - ships equipped with container cells for the purpose of transporting cargo.
Oil Tankers - ships fitted with tanks to carry carrying either crude oil or oil derivatives.
2. Niche segments – refers to complex vessels characterized by smaller market volumes, small series with less repetition and
more prototypes and sister ships, tailor-made production, substantial engineering content, knowledge-based production and a
relatively large number of subcontractors. Typical vessels:
Chemical tankers – ships designed to carry relatively small parcels of higher value chemicals, such as acids or polymers
or cargos such as wine, molasses and similar products. Some chemical tankers are equipped with stainless steel tanks and
may carry different cargoes simultaneously, with each tank having its own pump and pipeline system for loading and unloading.
Gas Carriers or Gas Tankers – vessels specially constructed to carry gasses in tanks:

LNG tankers - carry liquid methane in refrigerated tanks at normal atmospheric pressure

LPG tankers - carry butane, propane etc in pressurised tanks at ambient temperature.
General Cargo ships – include a large number of specialized vessels designed to carry special, heterogeneous cargoes,
including but not limited to:

Feeder Vessels - short–sea vessels which transfers cargo between a hub port and smaller ports.

Multipurpose ships – vessels that carry containers together with other cargo.

Reefers - vessels designed to carry goods requiring refrigeration.

Timber carriers, Pallet carriers, Car carriers, Cattle carriers etc
Other Non Cargo Carrying Vessels include but are not limited to:

AHT –Anchor Handling Tug, vessels employed in the offshore activities moving anchors and performing towing
operations. AHT with combined characteristics of supply vessels is an AHTS.

OSV - Offshore service vessels or offshore support vessel - terms for specialized vessels used in activities connected to
the exploration, development and production of oil and gas at sea.

Special-purpose vessels – vessels not used for transport but designed to perform specific tasks (e.g. dredgers, tugs, pilot
boats, pollution control boats, rescue boats, cable or pipe layers, research or seismic vessels, survey vessels, ice breakers,
fishing vessels etc)

Tugs - a small vessel equipped with powerful diesel engines to tow or push large ships or barges
Passenger Ships:

Cruise ship - passenger vessel carrying passengers on trips between various ports, normally with the same starting and
ending port with high standards of accommodation and recreation.

Ferry – vessel used to transport passengers or/and goods across a body of water in short periods of time. The market
divides into three main groups: Roll-on-roll-off (roro) ferries - tend to be large ships, often operating on relatively short
routes such as across the English Channel or the between Greek islands; Cruise-ferries - offer a higher standard of
passenger accommodation for longer routes and some of the facilities offered by cruise ships; Fast ferries that tend to
be smaller, may have multiple hulls (catamarans) and are often built from aluminium rather than steel.
Shipbuilding Area – geographical area with a high concentration of shipbuilding activities
Shipbuilding - the construction of a vessel including the installation of machinery and equipment.
Ship Maintenance, Repairing and Conversion - any repair of a vessel including, but not restricted to, alterations, conversions,
installations, cleaning, painting, and maintenance work.
Ship breaking - breaking down of a vessel's structure for the purpose of scrapping the vessel, including the removal of gear,
equipment or any component part of a vessel.
Also referred to as demolition or recycling.
TEU – Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit, a measurement of cargo-carrying capacity of a containership.
Ton–Mile - measure used in the economics of transportation to designate one ton being moved one
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